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This Inflation Report was drawn up using preliminary data on gross domestic product, balance of 
payments, operations of the non-financial public sector, and monetary accounts up to December 
2007; and data on inflation, exchange rate, and financial markets up to January 2008.
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Foreword

l  According to the Peruvian Constitution, the Central Reserve 
Bank of Peru (BCRP) is a public autonomous entity whose 
role is to preserve monetary stability. In this way, the 
Central Bank contributes to establishing the necessary 
stable macroeconomic conditions required for the sustained 
economic growth of the country. 

l  In order to consolidate this goal, since 2002 the Bank’s 
monetary policy has been based on an inflation targeting 
scheme. In 2007 the inflation target was reduced from 
2.5 to 2.0 percent, plus or minus one percentage point 
(between 1.0 percent and 3.0 percent). The reduction of the 
Central Bank’s inflation target contributes to anchor inflation 
expectations at the level of inflation in developed countries 
and also expresses the BCRP’s commitment with monetary 
stability, regardless of temporary shifts caused by factors 
beyond the control of monetary policy.

l  Until 2005, compliance with the inflation target was measured 
through the annual change observed in the Consumer Price 
Index for Metropolitan Lima by December. Since January 
2006, this is measured in a more continuous manner, that 
is, last twelve-month inflation is measured every month and 
not only in December each year. In the event of any deviation 
of inflation from the target, the Central Bank implements 
the necessary measures to return inflation to the target 
considering the lags with which monetary policy operates. 

l  At the beginning of each month, and according to a previously 
announced schedule, the Board of the BCRP approves a 
reference rate for the interbank lending market. This interest 
rate affects the entire array of domestic economic variables 
and inflation through several channels in different timeframes 
and, therefore, this rate has to be determined on the basis of 
forecast studies and macroeconomic simulations.

l  The economic studies based on which monetary policy 
decisions are made are disseminated to generate the public’s 
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understanding of the consistency of the decisions adopted 
and to ensure that economic agents’ expectations take these 
forecasts and simulations into account. With this aim, the 
Central Bank publishes its Inflation Report every four months. 
The previous Inflation Report was released on October 5, 
2007 and the next Inflation Report will be published on June 
13, 2008.

l  This Inflation Report analyzes the evolution of the main 
economic developments observed in 2007. The forecast 
scenario included herein is consistent with monetary 
policy lags during the 2008-2009 macroeconomic forecast 
horizon. 
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Summary

i.  During 2007 the world saw higher inflation rates which 
included rates unseen in many countries over the past 
10 years. This evolution was mainly the consequence of 
significant rises in the international prices of fuel observed 
in several years and, more recently, of food price rises at 
magnitudes unheard of since the seventies. 

ii.  In this context, inflation in Peru continued to be above our 
previous inflation forecast (Inflation Report, September 
2007), although within the inflation range considering the 
contingencies analyzed in our previous balance of risks (higher 
imported inflation). Since October 2007, accumulated last 
12-month inflation has been above the target range (4.15 
percent in January 2008) mainly due to the impact of the rise 
of the international prices of food and fuel. The price increases 
of these imported goods had a direct impact on inflation 
through the food products considered in the consumer 
basket and an indirect impact on inflation through firms’ 
production costs and inputs. Imported inflation increased 
from 0.3 percent in 2006 to 10.5 percent in 2007.

iii.  These rises should not have permanent effects on inflation 
as long as they do not affect the expectations of economic 
agents nor the rest of prices in the economy. In this sense, 
the Central Bank’s communiqués on its Monetary Program 
have emphasized that the Central Bank will continue to 
oversee the evolution of inflation and its determinants, 
distinguishing the factors with temporary effects from those 
with permanent impacts. The BCRP communiqués have also 
emphasized that any necessary monetary adjustment will be 
implemented to ensure that inflation converges to the target 
range and to control inflationary expectations.

iv.  The Board of the Central Bank decided to raise the reference 
interest rate for the interbank market on three occasions -in 
July and September 2007 and in January 2008-, increasing 
this rate from 4.5 percent in June 2007 to 5.25 percent in 
January this year. These preventive measures, which take 
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monetary policy lags into account, are aimed at preventing 
that the strong growth of domestic demand might 
generate inflationary pressures and at maintaining inflation 
expectations anchored around the target.

 Additionally, the rates of reserve requirements for banks’ 
obligations in both domestic and foreign currencies have 
been raised since February this year. This measure was a 
necessary monetary adjustment in a context of the significant 
inflow of short-term capitals observed in early January.

v.  Domestic demand grew at a faster pace than GDP in 2007. 
Private consumption and private investment maintain 
high growth rates, reflecting consumer and business 
optimism, a higher national disposable income, the growth 
of employment, the high prices of the main commodities 
exported by Peru, and the expansion of credit. In 2007, 
domestic demand is estimated to have grown 11.0 percent, 
while GDP is estimated to have grown 8.5 percent. Both 
growth rates are higher than the ones forecast in September 
2007. 

vi.  The evolution of the international environment shows an 
economic slowdown as world economic growth declined 
from 4.9 percent in 2007 to 4.1 percent in 2008. The 
impact of the evolution of world markets would mainly be 
expressed through a lower external demand -which will 
deepen if the United States goes into recession-, as well as 
through the lower relative prices of the goods exported by 
Peru compared to the goods that the country imports. 

vii.  This less favorable international environment would generate 
a slowdown in the growth of economic activity and domestic 
demand, determining more sustainable rates in the long run. 
Thus, GDP is forecast to grow 7.0 and 6.3 percent in 2008 
and 2009 respectively.

viii.  A fiscal surplus of nearly 3.0 percent of GDP was recorded 
at the close of 2007. Moreover, the public sector is also 
expected to post positive fiscal results in 2008 and 2009 
(1.8 and 1.0 percent of GDP respectively), which will also 
contribute to macroeconomic stability. However, although 
positive, these fiscal results would be lower since the general 
government non-financial spending is expected to increase. 
Compared with the forecasts of our last Inflation Report 
(September 2007), these economic results in 2008 and 
2009 imply lower financing requirements and, therefore, the 
reduction of the public debt as a percentage of GDP to levels 
close to 23 percent by the end of the forecast horizon. 

ix.  The evolution of the Nuevo Sol/dollar nominal exchange 
rate continued reflecting the positive position of our 
external accounts, the process of financial dedollarization, 
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the weakness of the dollar in international markets, and 
expectations of an appreciation of the nuevo sol (given 
that the yield on local financial assets should show a higher 
growing trend than financial assets in developed markets). The 
Central Bank continued to intervene in the exchange market 
in order to offset volatility in this market, to preventively 
accumulate international reserves, and to compensate the 
sales of foreign currency to the public treasury. 

x.  The main risks that could deviate our inflation forecasts from 
the central scenario include the following:

l  A greater slowdown of the world economy. A reversal 
of terms of trade (mainly due to the higher prices of 
imports), a transitory slowdown of the economy in 
2008, and a slight recovery in 2009 would be the main 
aspects characterizing the international environment. 
A situation of economic recession in the United States 
-with a severe correction in the prices of export raw 
materials- could generate volatility in the flow of external 
capitals to emerging economies and cause an additional 
“contractive impulse” on demand’s dynamism. For this 
reason, the BCRP maintains a high level of international 
reserves and would continue intervening in the 
exchange market to reduce an excessive volatility of 
exchange. If necessary, the Bank will loosen its monetary 
policy stance to offset downward demand pressures on 
inflation in the forecast horizon. 

l  Higher prices of fuels. The central forecast considers 
a partial reversal of the recent rises in the international 
prices of fuel (the price of crude oil was nearly US$ 
100 per barrel on January 2, 2008). A scenario with a 
higher upward volatility in the oil market would imply 
fuel prices above the levels considered in the forecast 
scenario. 

 In this case, the BCRP would maintain its monetary policy 
stance unchanged as long as inflation expectations 
remain anchored around the target. 

l  Higher domestic demand pressures. The forecast 
scenario considers a positive evolution of economic 
activity sustained mainly by a dynamic performance 
of spending in both the private and public sectors. 
However, if private consumer expenditure -driven in 
part by a higher credit- and public expenditure should 
increase significantly beyond our forecast, the Central 
Bank will adopt a more restrictive monetary stance to 
maintain a pace of sustained economic growth. 

l  Higher prices of food commodities. The central scenario 
considers that no supply shocks would be generated 
due to weather conditions. However, the risk that higher 
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prices may persist over time or that they may increase 
even further cannot be eliminated if supply conditions 
should deteriorate or if the demand for biofuels should 
continue to grow, in which case the domestic prices of 
food would tend to increase.

 
 In this context, the monetary policy stance would remain 

unchanged as long as inflation expectations continue to 
be anchored around the target. 

l  Increased appreciatory pressures on the Nuevo Sol. 
In a scenario of significant increased appreciation of the 
Nuevo Sol, which could pressure inflation downward 
below the target, the Bank would reduce its current 
reference rate.

l  Constraints in the supply of electric energy. This report 
considers the risk of constraints in the supply of electric 
energy toward the end of the forecast horizon. This 
would have an adverse impact on electricity rates and 
on firms’ costs. Should this occur, the monetary policy 
stance would remain unchanged as long as inflation 
expectations continue to be in line with the target. 

xi.  Weighing the various risks both upwards and downwards 
against the baseline scenario shows an upward balance in 
the case of the inflation forecast.
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I.  Monetary policy

In recent months, the communiqués on the Central Bank’s 
Monetary Program have emphasized that the BCRP oversees 
the evolution of inflation and its determinants, distinguishing 
the factors with temporary effects from those with permanent 
impacts, and that any necessary adjustments will be made in the 
reference interest rate should inflation expectations increase or 
should domestic demand grow at a faster pace than productive 
capacity.

The BCRP increased the monetary policy interest rate by 25 bps in 
both July and September 2007. Thus, the reference interest rate 
was 5.0 percent until end 2007. This period allowed the Central 
Bank to analyze the response of the economy and to assess the 
impact of turbulence in international markets that originated in 
the crisis of the subprime mortgage market in the United States. 

However, the prices of imported food and fuels and domestic 
demand increased more than forecast in the central scenario of 
our Inflation Report of September 2007, a possibility that had 
been considered in our risk balance. The evolution of imported 
inflation contributed to increase core inflation during the last 
months of 2007, leading economic agents to revise their inflation 
expectations upwards. Therefore, in January 2008 the Central 
Bank raised the monetary policy reference rate from 5.0 to 5.25 
percent. Moreover, in February the BCRP increased the rate of 
reserve requirements to curb the growth of liquidity and credit in 
a context of high inflows of short-term external capitals. 

1.  Based on the analysis of the evolution of inflation and inflation 
forecasts, as well as on the analysis of inflation’s domestic 
and external determinants, a reference interest rate for the 
interbank market is set each month by the BCRP in order 
that inflation remains at 2.0 percent in the monetary policy 
horizon (one or two years). However, inflation may deviate 
away from the target and even eventually fall outside the 
target range (2 percent, plus or minus one percentage 
point). 

Graph 1 
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 Therefore, the BCRP is continuously monitoring the evolution 
of inflation to determine if these deviations may have a 
permanent nature in order to adopt the necessary corrective 
adjustments to ensure that inflation returns to the target, 
considering the lags with which monetary policy affects the 
economy and prices. 

2.  The Board’s communiqués on the BCRP Monetary Program 
pointed out that 12-month accumulated inflation was being 
influenced by rises in the international prices of grains and 
petroleum, and that, like in previous episodes (2004 and 
2006), these price rises associated with supply factors were 
expected to be transitory. 

 The Board expressed concerns about the possibility that the 
rises in international prices might translate into inflationary 
expectations, and considered that the higher prices of soy 
bean, wheat, and petroleum should have no permanent or 
generalized impact on the prices of the consumer basket as 
long as inflation expectations remained anchored around 
the inflation target. 

3.  The deviation of accumulated annual inflation above the 
upper band of the inflation target (3 percent) observed in the 
fourth quarter of 2007 was mainly associated with imported 
inflation. Thus, the risks pointed out in our Inflation Report of 
September 2007 materialized. 

 This higher inflation rate, caused by the persistence of rises 
in food prices, would have partially translated into higher 
inflation expectations as well as into some components 
of core inflation (i.e. evaporated milk), as reflected in the 
evolution of annual core inflation which increased from 1.5 
percent in May to 3.1 percent in December. Moreover, this 
would also be explained by the high growth of domestic 
demand which exceeded previous estimates (11 percent 
in 2007 versus the 10 percent growth rate forecast in our 
Inflation Report of September 2007). The strong dynamism 
of domestic demand would have facilitated that the rise 
in the international prices of food, food inputs, and fuels 
translate into the rest of prices in the economy, as a result of 
which core inflation without foodstuffs showed a rate of 2.4 
percent in 2007.

4.  In this context of strong growth of domestic demand, in 
January 2008 the Board raised the reference interest rate 
from 5.0 to 5.25 percent to reduce the risks that the high 
inflation observed during the fourth quarter of 2007 might 
spread further onto expectations, as well as to ensure that 
inflation would return to the target range in the forecast 
horizon. With the same aim, the Board also increased the 
rates of reserve requirements for both domestic and foreign 
currency obligations in February 2008.

Jan.02        Sep.02     May.03        Jan.04       Sep.04        May.05      Jan.06      Sep.06       May.07        Jan.08        

Graph 2 
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BOX 1

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF RECENT MEASURES ADOPTED 
IN TERMS OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

��e c�an�es in t�e re�ime of reserve requirements in domestic and forei�n currencies announced �y t�e �entral Bank 

on January �6 -in force since Fe�ruary �- are aimed at reinforcin� monetary control and at reducin� sterili�ation needs 

in	a	context	ma�ke��	by	a	��t�ong	inflow	of	��ho�t-te�m	exte�nal	ca�ital��	an��	by	inte�national	tu�bulence.	The	highe�	�e��e�ve	

requirements in domestic currency imply a more restrictive monetary policy stance, as t�is would translate into �i��er active 

inte�e��t	�ate��	an��	lowe�	c�e��it	fun����,	which	woul��	favo�	a	mo�e	mo��e�ate	g�owth	of	c�e��it	in	the	financial	��y��tem.	

The measures implemented include the following:

l  Mar�inal reserve requirements �ave �een raised from �0 to 40 percent for o�li�ations in forei�n currency and to �5 

percent for deposits in domestic currency. 

l  ��e avera�e daily amount of �anks’ current accounts at t�e B��� will �e � percent of �anks’ o�li�ations instead of � 

percent.

l  ��e minimum le�al reserve for o�li�ations su�ject to reserve requirement �as �een raised from 6 to 7 percent.

l		 New	 ��te�ilization	 in��t�ument��	 have	 been	 int�o��uce��.	 The��e	 inclu��e	 te�m	 ��e�o��it��	 at	 the	 BCRP	 an��	Ce�tifica��o��	 ��e	

De�ó��ito	��e	Negociación	Re��t�ingi��a	-CDBCRP-NR	(Ce�tificate��	of	De�o��it	Subject	to	Limite��	Negotiation).	The	latte�	

replace t�e ��B���.

l		 The	t�an��fe�	of	owne���hi�	of	BCRP	Ce�tificate��	i��	now	��ubject	to	a	commi����ion.

Effects on interest rates

The��e	mo��ification��	of	 the	 �e��e�ve	 �equi�ement	 �egime	affect	 the	 inte�e��t	 �ate��	 th�ough	 the	 im�act	 they	have	on	bank��’	

financial	ma�gin��	(a	highe�	�ate	of	�e��e�ve	�equi�ement��	woul��	�e��uce	the	financial	ma�gin).	Bank��	woul��	��eek	to	��tabilize	

t�eir mar�ins �y increasin� t�e spread �etween active and passive rates, t�at is, �y increasin� t�e active rate and/or 

reducin� t�e passive rate. 

��ese c�an�es will �ave a �reater initial impact as t�ey modify t�e avera�e and additional reserve requirements su�ject to 

remunerations. ��e increase in t�e mar�inal reserve requirement will �ave a �radual impact as t�e expansion of deposits 

increases t�e avera�e reserve requirements. 

In	line	with	the	im�act��	on	the	financial	ma�gin,	the	initial	im�act	of	the��e	mea��u�e��	i��	e��timate��	to	be	equivalent	to	�i��ing	

t�e reference rate �y �5 �ps (mainly due to t�e increase of t�e minimum le�al reserve) and �y approximately �5 additional 

�ps in t�e next mont�s due to t�e effect of t�e mar�inal reserves (a total of 50 �ps).

EQUIVALENT ESTIMATED EFFECT AT THE REFERENCE RATE
       
Measure Nuevos Soles (bps)
  

�° Effect of minimun le�al reserve requirements �5
�° Effect of minimun le�al and mar�inal reserve requirement �/ 5�
�° �on� run effect �/ ��0

�/ As of �ecem�er �008. 
�/ ��e means reserve requirement conver�e to t�e mar�inal in lon� run.  

Financial margin = (1 - Reserve rate) * iactive + (Reserve rate - Minimun legal reserve rate) * irem.reserve - ipasive
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COMMUNIQUÉS ON THE MONETARY PROGRAM:

September 2007 - January 2008

September: The Board of the BCRP approved to raise the 
monetary reference rate from 4.75 to 5.0 percent. This preventive 
measure is taken considering the lags with which monetary 
policy operates in order to continue maintaining expectations 
anchored at low inflation levels, in view of the robust growth 
shown by domestic demand in a context market by an increase in 
the price of imported inputs. The Board will continue to oversee 
the evolution of inflation and its determinants, differentiating the 
factors that have temporary impacts from those with permanent 
effects. 

October: The Board of the Central Bank approved to maintain 
the monetary policy reference rate at 5.0 percent. The Board also 
pointed out that should expectations about inflation increase or 
should domestic demand grow at a faster pace than productive 
capacity and productivity gains, the Bank will adopt additional 
preventive adjustments in the reference interest rate.

November: The Board of the Central Bank approved to maintain 
the monetary policy reference rate at 5.0 percent. The Board 
pointed out that inflation’s recent increase above the target is 
basically associated with rises in the international prices of some 
basic food inputs. Therefore, the Bank continues to keep a close 
watch on international economy developments and on their 
repercussions on inflation in the country.

December: The Board of the Central Bank approved to maintain 
the monetary policy reference rate at 5.0 percent. The Board 
pointed out that inflation’s recent increase above the target 
is mainly associated with rises in the international prices of 
some basic food inputs. However, inflation in November has 
decreased to 0.11 percent, a rate compatible with the inflation 
target.

January 2008: The Board of the Central Bank approved to raise 
the monetary policy reference rate from 5.0 to 5.25 percent. This 
measure has been adopted to maintain inflation expectations 
within the inflation target range, given the increase seen in 
the international prices of food products in a context of strong 
growth of domestic demand. The Board continues to oversee 
the evolution of inflation and its determinants, both domestic 
and external, distinguishing the factors with temporary impacts 
from those with permanent effects. As in previous occasions, the 
Board will adopt any necessary adjustment required to ensure 
that inflation converges to the target range. 
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II. Inflation

Inflation in 2007 showed a rate of 3.9 percent, the highest annual 
rate observed since 1998. This higher inflation rate was mainly 
due to the impact of the rise in the prices of food and imported 
inputs (wheat, soy bean oil, and petroleum), as reflected in the 
evolution of imported inflation, which reached 10.5 percent in 
2007 after showing a 0.3 percent increase in 2006. On the other 
hand, core inflation -trend indicator of price growth- increased 
from 1.4 to 3.1 percent between 2006 and 2007 due to the 
higher prices of food products. Excluding food and beverages, 
the rate of inflation was 2.0 percent.

The rise in the price of food is an international phenomenon. 
Both supply factors -such as lower planted areas and droughts 
in the main producer countries- and demand factors -such 
as increased consumption in some countries of Asia-have 
generated a strong increase in the international price of food 
and food inputs. 

In Peru, this phenomenon takes place in a context of strong 
dynamism of domestic demand and has directly affected the 
prices of some final goods included in the consumer basket (bread, 
“eating out”, evaporated milk), as well as firms’ production costs 
(fuels, related inputs such as plastics and fertilizers, and inputs 
used in the production of food).

Inflation

5.  The items that contributed most heavily to the 3.9 percent 
inflation rate observed in 2007 are associated with the 
evolution of the international prices of food and imported 
inputs, and included bread, “eating out”, fuel, evaporated 
milk, and eggs. On the other hand, the inflation rate was 
slightly offset by other items, such as sugar, fresh legumes, 
telephone rates, potato, and onion that had a negative 
contribution to inflation. 

Graph 4
INFLATION
(Percentage change)
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 The average inflation rate since the inflation targeting scheme 
was implemented in January 2002 is 2.3 percent, with an 
average core inflation rate of 1.5 percent. 

 Food and beverages consumed at home accounted for 2.4 
percentage points of CPI change (equivalent to 59 percent 
of inflation) and was the highest contribution to CPI change 
seen since the nineties. 

 Inflation in January 2008 showed a rate of 0.22 percent, 
with the higher prices of potato and “eating out” accounting 
for over 50 percent of this increase. With this result, last 
12-month inflation was 4.15 percent. On the other hand, 
imported inflation was 0.5 percent, accumulating a rate of 
10.7 percent in the last 12 months.

 Core inflation in January was 0.25 percent and last 12-
month core inflation was 3.27 percent. The higher prices 
of foodstuffs, reflected in the higher prices of beef and 
evaporated milk, contributed to this evolution. 

Imported inflation 

6.  Imported inflation -which reflects the evolution of the prices 
of imported food and imported inputs- increased from 0.3 
percent in 2006 to 10.5 percent in 2007, due to the higher 
prices of foodstuffs (bread, noodles, and oil) and fuels. In 
terms of imported inflation, it is worth pointing out that the 
prices of food increased from 2.1 percent in 2006 to 18.8 
percent in 2007, and that the price of fuels increased from 
a negative change in 2006 (1.5 percent) to 6.4 percent in 
2007. 

Table 1

WEIGHTED CONTRIBUTION TO INFLATION 2007
(�ercenta�e points)       
 
       
Items   Weight    % Change Positive           Items                                 Weight    % Change           Negative
                                contribution     contribution 
       

Bread �.7 ��.�  0.84  Su�ar �.4 -�.�  -0.�4 

Eatin� out �0.� 4.�  0.4�  Fres� ve�eta�les 0.4 -��.�  -0.07 

Fuel �.� 6.4  0.�6  �elep�one �.� -7.�  -0.07 

Evaporated milk �.� ��.�  0.�4  �otato �.5 -4.0  -0.07 

E��s 0.7 ��.�  0.��  Onion 0.4 -�4.4  -0.07  

       

Total   2.08     -0.42 

Graph 5
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7.  The rise in the international price of food and fuels also led 
to an increase in the prices of some imported inputs, such 
as plastics and fertilizers. In other cases, such as imported 
inputs made in China (i.e. yarns and knitted garments, steel 
and iron laminated products, metal and chemical inputs, 
and plastics), the price rise (7.5 percent on average in 
2007) was associated with salary increases and with several 
environmental regulations, as well as with the higher cost of 
raw materials in this country. 

Core inflation 

8.  Core inflation increased from 1.4 percent in 2006 to 3.1 
percent in 2007 mainly due to the higher prices of the 
foodstuffs included in this index. The inflation rate of the 
latter increased from 1.0 percent in 2006 to 6.2 percent in 
2007.

Table 2

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED INFLATION: 2002-2007
(Accumulated percenta�e c�an�e)     
       
 Weighted 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

       
I.     IMPORTED CPI 12.1  10.3  3.0  11.3  2.2  0.3  10.5 
       
         Food 5.4  �0.0  -0.�  �0.�  -�.5  �.�  �8.8 
         Fuel �.�  �5.6  8.�  �7.8  6.�  -�.5  6.4 
         �omestic appliance �.0  �.4  -�.�  -�.8  -�.�  -�.�  -�.5 
         Ot�er �.8  �.4  �.4  �.�  �.�  0.6  0.5 
       
II.    DOMESTIC CPI 87.9  0.3  2.4  2.3  1.4  1.3  2.8 
       
III.   CPI 100.0  1.5  2.5  3.5  1.5  1.1  3.9 
      
Exchange rate  2.3  -1.2  -5.5  4.4  -6.4  -7.0 
       
       

Table 3

MAIN INPUTS CUOTATION FOR INDUSTRY 1/

       
                                                                          % Change annual average 

 2005 2006 2007
       
PLASTIC AND CHEMICALS SUPPLIES
 �olypropylene �4.0 ��.� 5.0
METAL SUPPLIES
 �a�les, �raids, aluminum,   ��.8 ��.� �7.4
 wit�out isolatin� for electricity 
 Valves sp�erical taps -8.� �7.� �6.4
 Electric copper  47.8 �0.6 ��.8
 (tension �etween 80 and �000 V)
TEXTILES AND YARN
 �issue denim color -��.� �0.� ��.�
PAPERS, AND PULP PAPER
 �aper and card�oard multilayer 7.0 4.� 7.5
 �oniferous wood pulp 0.0 4.0 ��.7

�/ Value per unit.

  Jan.04           Jul.04           Jan.05           Jul.05           Jan.06           Jul.06           Jan.07          Jul.07                  

Graph 7 
PRICE INDEX INPUTS (Origin: China): 2004-2007*
(Dec. 2003 = 100)
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9.  As regards the foodstuffs included in the core inflation index, 
the price increase of dairy products was noteworthy. Dairy 
products showed an accumulated change of 11.3 percent, 
especially in the last quarter of the year, due to the higher 
prices of national fresh milk used to elaborate them. This 
higher price of fresh milk would be reflecting the higher 
production costs associated with price rises in the inputs 
used to feed livestock (wheat bran, maize, and cotton paste), 
as well as rises in the costs of energy and fuels. 

 The prices of the other components of core inflation 
increased by 2.4 percent in 2007 showing a higher increase 
than the one observed in 2006 (1.5 percent). This result 
was influenced by the higher prices of services, including 
“eating out” related services (4.1 percent) and education 
(3.6 percent).

10. Core inflation has been increasing at a faster pace since 
November 2005 (1.0 percent), which -in addition to the 
effect of increased imported inflation-coincides with a 
higher growth of domestic demand (10 percent in 2006 y 
11 percent in 2007). 

Non-core inflation 

11. Non-core inflation, which represents all the goods and 
services affected by supply shocks or whose prices are 
controlled, accumulated a 5.1 percent variation in 2007. This 
increase was mainly due to the higher prices of bread, fuels, 

Table 4

INFLATION: 2002-2207      
(�ercenta�e c�an�e)      
  
  Weighted 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006   2007   Annual
         average 

                                  2002-2007

 
I.   Core inflation 60.6  1.23  0.73  1.23  1.23  1.37  3.11  1.48  

  �.   Food �0.7  0.0�  0.�4  �.�4  0.�8  0.�8  6.�4  �.��  
  �.   Non food 4�.�  �.4�  0.85  0.80  �.�8  �.45  �.44  �.��  
   a. Goods ��.�  �.��  0.08  -0.��  0.7�  0.�7  �.��  0.80  
   �. Services �6.6  �.57  �.5�  �.75  �.77  �.85  �.88  �.8�  

II.   Non core inflation 39.4  1.96  5.16  6.75  1.87  0.83  5.07  3.58  
  �.   Food ��.5  0.�8  �.7�  5.8�  �.6�  �.06  7.�5  �.4�  
  �.   Non food �6.�  4.��  7.00  7.�0  �.�7  -0.67  �.�7  �.7�  
   a. Fuel �.�  �5.60  8.�4  �7.77  6.8�  -�.50  6.45  8.84  
    �. �ransport 8.4  0.��  �0.��  �.4�  �.��  �.��  0.8�  �.�0  
   c. �u�lic services 4.6  �.�6  -�.�8  6.��  -�.7�  -�.��  0.�4  0.�0  

III. Total 100.0  1.52  2.48  3.48  1.49  1.14  3.93  2.33  

        
   

Graph 8 
CORE INFLATION, CORE FOOD AND CORE NON-FOOD
(Percentage change over the last 12 months)
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and eggs, and partially offset by the lower prices of sugar, 
telephone rates, potato, and onion. 

 Bread: The price of bread increased 19.2 percent in 2007 
due to the higher price of wheat meal, the main input used 
to elaborate it. The wholesale price of wheat meal increased 
43 percent due to the higher international price of wheat (89 
percent). 

 This increase in the international price of wheat was offset 
by two factors, the reduction of tariffs on imports and 
the appreciation of the Nuevo Sol. This tariff reduction 
eliminated the tariff on wheat (which was 12 percent in July 
2007) and also the 5 percent surcharge it was subject to. 
Had the tariff reduction and the appreciation of the Nuevo 
Sol not occurred, the impact of the price increase of wheat, 
its derivatives and substitutes on inflation would have been 
1.5 percentage points instead of 0.9 percent. 

 The price of wheat rose due to greater supply constraints 
than the ones considered in the base scenario of our 
Inflation Report of September 2007, although within the 
range of contingencies included in our risk balance. Factors 
contributing to the evolution of the price of this commodity 
included the reduction of wheat sown areas in Canada and 
unfavorable weather conditions, especially in Australia, 
Ukraine, and some countries of Western Europe. 

 According to estimates of the US Department of Agriculture 
for the 2007/08 crop year, these supply constraints would 
continue in these years, although slightly of fset by a 
higher production in some Asian countries (mainly India, 
China, and Russia) as well as by a reduction of global 
non-human consumption. The high prices of wheat have 
generated that maize be used as a substitute of this crop 
in the elaboration of animal feed (livestock), particularly in 
Western Europe. 

 Moreover, supply constraints would cause final inventories 
of wheat to fall to their lowest level since the late seventies, 
and if the ratio of these inventories is considered in terms of 
world consumption, inventories would drop to their lowest 
historical level. In this scenario, and without considering 
severe climatic alterations, the price of wheat is forecast to 
remain high in 2008 but would show a slight downward 
correction after the first half of the year. This trend would 
continue during 2009. 

Bread                       Wheat

Graph 9
WHEAT AND BREAD PRICES
(December 2001=100)
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Graph 10
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 Eggs: The rise in the price of eggs is associated with 
increased domestic demand and with a lower placement of 
laying hens (down 4 percent compared to 2006). This lower 
supply would be explained by a higher sale of laying hens 
(17 percent in January-November 2007 compared to the 
same period in the previous year). 

 The price increase of some food inputs (maize and soy bean) 
caused some firms -basically small firms- to leave the market. 
As a result of this lower supply, the price of eggs recovered 
both in real and relative terms compared with the prices of 
substitute products (due to their high protein content), such 
as chicken and yellow mackerel. 

 The international price of maize rose 47 percent mainly due 
to international demand-related factors. Maize consumption 
for ethanol production in the United States (main producer 
and consumer) and non-human consumption for the 
elaboration of animal feed (replacing wheat) have been 
generating a significant increase in the global demand for 
maize. Additionally, the higher price of petroleum generated 
greater expectations of a higher use of biofuels in the United 
States, which materialized thereafter when the new Energy 
Act which is intended to promote the use of biofuels was 
passed in December 2007.

 According to estimates of the US Department of Agriculture 
for the 2007/08 crop year, the global consumption of 
maize should increase as a result of the higher capacity of 
elaborating ethanol in the United States. Likewise, non-
human consumption of maize would continue to be driven 
by the high prices of wheat.

 Moreover, a strong increase is estimated in global 
production of maize basically as a result of larger sown 
areas (in detriment of areas planted with soy bean) and of 
high yields in the United States given favorable climatic 
conditions. The US production of maize would reach record 
levels. Despite all this, global inventories would decrease 
to levels unobserved since the early eighties (below 13 

Table 5

WORLD WHEAT SUPPLY AND DEMAND BALANCE  
(Millions of M�)    

 

                                                                           Term 2004/05           Term 2005/06        Term 2006/07        Term 2007/08

�.   Initial inventories ��� �5� �48 ��4
�.   World production 6�� 6�� 5�4 60�
�.   World consumption 6�0 6�4 6�7 6�6
4.   Final inventories (1+2-3) 150 148 124 111

Source�� �S �epartment of A�riculture (�S�A report, January �008).  

Graph 11  
PRICE OF EGGS
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percent of global consumption, a rate unheard of since the 
seventies).

 In this context, prices are forecast to maintain an upward 
trend in 2008 and 2009, given the growth prospects of 
demand associated with the future goals of production of 
biofuels in the United States. 

 Oils: The price of oils increased 24 percent in 2007 due to 
the higher international price of soy bean oil (63 percent), 
which is the main input used for the elaboration of oils. This 
price increase could have been higher if competition in this 
sector had not been so strong and if tariffs had not been 
reduced in 2007. 

 Like in the case of wheat, the rise in the price of soy bean oil 
was in part offset by a tariff reduction on imports, as well as 
by the appreciation of the nuevo sol. The tariff on this product 
was reduced from 17 to 9 percent. Should neither the tariff 
reduction nor the appreciation of the sol have occurred, the 
impact of this price rise on inflation would have been 0.8 
percentage points instead of 0.6 percent.

 The price of soy bean increased 43 percent in 2007, showing 
a higher upward trend since the last quarter of 2006. This 
increase is explained by both supply and demand related 
factors. Supply-related factors included smaller sown areas 
(due to the substitution of this crop by maize to produce 
ethanol), unfavorable weather conditions in the United States 
(main producer and consumer of soy bean), and China’s 
lower production due to adverse climatic conditions (China 
is the world’s fourth producer and second consumer of soy 
bean). 

 Demand-related factors included a higher consumption 
in Asia, driven by the depreciation of the dollar, and the 
strong economic growth observed in this region, particularly 
in China. Additionally, the high prices of petroleum have 
boosted the demand of soy bean for the elaboration of 
biofuels derived from this crop.

Table 6

WORLD MAIZE SUPPLY AND DEMAND
(Millions of M�)    

 

                                                                            Term 2004/05           Term 2005/06       Term 2006/07       Term 2007/08

�.   Initial inventories �0� ��� ��4 �07
�.   World production 7�� 6�6 704 767
�.   World consumption 685 704 7�0 77�
4.   Final inventories (1+2-3) 131 124 107 101

Source�� �S �epartment of A�riculture (�S�A �eport, January �008). Graph 13
PRICE OF OILS AND SOY BEAN OIL
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 Fuels: The domestic price of fuels increased 6.4 percent on 
average in 2007. The price of West Texas Intermediate oil 
(WTI) in the international market increased from US$ 62 
in December 2006 to US$ 91 in December 2007 (up 47 
percent). 

 To mitigate the impact of the rise in the international price of 
oil on inflation, the government has been using the Fuel Price 
Stabilization Fund. In 2007 this contingent fund increased 
by S/. 770 million. Had this mechanism not been applied 
during the year, the impact on inflation would have been of 
0.8 additional percentage points.

 Public utility rates: The higher rates of electricity (1.9 percent) 
and water (3.2 percent) and the reduction of telephone rates 
(7.2 percent) are worth highlighting in 2007. Electricity 
rates dropped 2.8 percent between April and May due to 
the annual update of band rates, which considered new 
energy generation projects. Between June and July, electricity 
rates increased 2.3 percent due to the approval of the rural 
electrification law which considers a contribution equivalent 
to 2/1000 of 1 tax unit (UIT) for residential users. This rate was 
again increased by 1.6 percent in August due to the quarterly 
adjustment that considers the higher prices of fuel.

 The drop in telephone rates reflects mainly the reduction in 
the basic monthly rent of the classic residential telephone 
line and a series of rate plans resulting from negotiations 
between the State and Telefonica.

Table 7

FUEL PRICES
(Annual percenta�e c�an�e)      

 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
      
Fuels 15.6 8.9 17.8 6.9 -1.5 6.4
  Gasoline �5.7 �.7 �7.7 �.� -6.� �0.7
  Gas ��.� 4.� �5.� -�0.� 0.� �.�
  Kerosene �0.4 ��.0 �0.� ��.0 �.� 5.8
      
Price of WTI oil at year end (per barrel)       
  �S �ollars ��.4 ��.� 4�.� 5�.4 6�.� ��.7
  Nuevos soles �0�.5 ���.� �4�.0 �0�.� ��8.6 �7�.4
      
Source�� INEI, Bloom�er�.    

Table 8

PUBLIC UTILITY RATES  
(�ercenta�e c�an�e)      

 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
       
Public utilities 2.0 -2.0 6.2 -1.7 -3.2 0.2
Electricity 7.� -4.6 ��.0 -�.5 -7.� �.�
�elep�one -8.� 0.� -�.0 -7.0 -6.� -7.�
Water �.� 0.� �.0 5.� 8.5 �.�
      
Source�� INEI.

Graph 14
PRICES OF WTI OIL AND DOMESTIC FUELS 
(Dec. 2001 = 100)
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Inflation expectations

12.  The forecast considers inflation expectations as these 
influence price formation in the economy. The results of 
the Survey on Macroeconomic Expectations show that 
expectations regarding inflation in 2008 and 2009 have 
been revised upwards, influenced by the rate of inflation by 
January 2008. Thus, according to the results of the surveys 
carried out in September 2007 and in January 2008, inflation 
expectations for 2008 were revised upwards from 2.2 to 
3.6 percent in the case of financial entities, while economic 
analysts and non-financial firms revised their expectations 
from 2.0 percent to 3.0 and 3.1 percent respectively. 
Moreover, inflation expectation for 2009 range between 2.5 
and 3.2 percent (whereas in September 2007 they ranged 
between 2 and 2.5 percent). 

Input prices

13.  Several results on the evolution of input prices and firms’ sale 
prices may be drawn from the information collected through 
the Surveys on Macroeconomic Expectations. The number 
of firms that said that the prices of the inputs they use had 
increased by September (37 percent) and by December (36 
percent) of last year is relatively stable. On the other hand, 
the number of firms expecting rises in the prices of inputs in 
the following 3 or 4 months decreased from 40 percent in 
September to 31 percent in December.

 The opposite occurred in the case of sale prices. The number 
of firms whose prices had already increased in the last 
month or are expecting prices to increase in the following 3 
or 4 months grew from 17 to 21 percent and from 29 to 32 
percent respectively. 

       
Table 9

INPUT AND SALE PRICE    
(%	of	fi�m��	that	an��we�e��	the	��u�vey)	 	
       
                                                                                                              September 2007                          December 2007

                                                                                                                  Increased   No change   Decreased   Increased   No change   Decreased 

�rice of inputs (mont� of survey / previous mont�) �7 60 � �6 6� �

Sale price (mont� of survey / previous mont�) �7 76 7 �� 74 5

�rice of inputs (next � to 4 mont�s / mont� of survey) �/ 40 57 � �� 66 �

Sale price (next � to 4 mont�s / mont� of survey) �� 66 5 �� 6� 5

 
�/ Survey applied in Octo�er �007.      

Source�� Survey on Macroeconomic Expectations, B���.    

           Analysts                          Financial                Non-financial entities
                                                institutions
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Inflation forecasts

14. The main determinants used to forecast inflation include 
supply and domestic demand conditions, imported inflation, 
and inflation expectations. The faster pace of inflation seen 
over the last months has mainly been determined by the 
higher imported inflation (10.5 percent in 2007) observed in 
a context of high growth of domestic demand (11 percent), 
driven mainly by consumption and private investment (7.6 
and 23.2 percent). 

15.  In this context, the inflation forecast for 2008-2009 has been 
revised upwards in terms of the central scenario considered 
in the Inflation Report of September 2007. The higher 
imported inflation would have been partially offset by the 
appreciation of the Nuevo Sol and by the tariff reduction 
implemented in October 2007. As in our previous inflation 
report, the rises in the prices of international commodities 
(particularly foodstuffs such as wheat, soy bean, and maize) 
are expected to have a transitory impact on inflation. Thus, 
inflation should return to the target range once the impact 
of these rises on the average level of prices has dissipated. 
Inflation should converge to the target range by the end of 
the year and remain within said range during the rest of the 
forecast horizon. 

16.  Some of the inflationary risks discussed in our September 
Report have materialized. Our previous report indicated 
a high probability that the prices of food commodities 
and oil could be higher than the ones considered in the 
central scenario or that they could have a higher impact 
on domestic prices and inflation. In fact, the imported 
component of inflation increased from an estimated 8.8 
percent to 10.5 percent. This scenario has brought about 
higher inflation expectations in the short run, as shown in 
the graph.

17.  Given the significant increase observed in imported inflation, 
its impact on non-tradable goods could be accelerated due 
to higher inflation expectations. In this sense, monetary 
policy efforts will continue to be oriented at maintainin 
inflation expectations aroung the target range. Moreover, 
as monetary policy lags are considered, any deviation of 
expectations should be temporary, and expectations should 
converge thereafter towards the target. 

18.  Imported inflation comprises the determinants of inflation 
that are more sensitive to the evolution of international 
prices, such as the prices of fuels and foodstuffs. The average 
price of WTI oil is expected to be US$ 89 and US$ 84 per 
barrel in 2008 and 2009 respectively. On the other hand, 

Graph 17
EVOLUTION OF EXPECTED INFLATION RATES IN 2008 1/

(Percentage change over the last 12 months)
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BOX 2

FOOD PRICES AND INFLATION

In line wit� t�e rise in t�e price of petroleum, t�e prices of t�e main food products associated wit� t�e production 

of �iofuels �ave sustainedly increased since �00�. 

��ese price increases, w�ic� were particularly �i�� in �006 and �007, �ave impacted on t�e domestic prices 

of t�e main food products and services associated wit� t�em (suc� as “eatin� out”, for example) and �ave also 

gene�ate��	��e����u�e��	on	inflation	in	many	count�ie��.	

the prices of food commodities that have a strong impact 
on the various food items considered to measure domestic 
inflation have increased compared to our previous report 
estimates. Thus, for example, the international price of 
wheat is expected to increase in 2008 from US$ 248 to 

 US$ 333 per ton. However, a reduction in the prices of fuels 
and wheat is expected for next year in the base scenario. The 
downward trend of the price of these commodities could 
deepen if the slowdown of economic activity in the United 
States should be greater. 

 The high level of the international price of crude has generated 
pressures on the domestic prices of fuels. The extent of the 
impact of the international price of crude on domestic prices 
will depend on the resources available to the Oil Derived 
Fuel Price Stabilization Fund. The Fund is expected to have 
resources throughout 2008 and 2009.

19.  Due to lower economic activity in the United States, the 
international environment would be less favorable in the 
next years. Therefore, lower terms of trade and a lower 
growth in the world economy are expected. This would 
cause a slowdown in the growth of domestic demand and 
GDP, although the latter would still show high rates that 
are close to the estimated growth of the potential output 
(approximately 7.0 percent).

INTERNATIONAL CUOTATIONS (ACCUMULATED CHANGE UP TO DECEMBER)
       
 2006                2007            2006-07
       
Sugar -�7.� 0.� -�7.�
Petroleum (WTI) 4.4 47.4 5�.8
Wheat �8.4 8�.0 �4�.8
Maize 8�.� �4.4 ��6.5
Soy bean ��.� 70.7 8�.7

Source�� Bloom�er�.
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Accordin� to t�e Octo�er �007 update of t�e IMF’s World Economic Outlook (WEO), t�e �lo�al contri�ution of 

foo��	��ice��	on	inflation	-con��i��e�ing	only	the	fi���t	�oun��	��i�ect	im�act-	ha��	g�own	f�om	�7	�e�cent	in	the	�000-

�006	�e�io��	to	36	�e�cent	in	the	Janua�y-A��il	�007	�e�io��.	The	ca��e	of	A��ia,	whe�e	thi��	figu�e��	�o��e	f�om	34	to	

56 percent due to ��ina’s contri�ution, is wort� �i��li��tin�. In t�e Western Hemisp�ere, said impact increased 

from �6 to �7 percent. In �eru, t�e impact of food t�rou��out �007 increased from �5 to 58 percent.

Thi��	��i���e���ion	 in	 the	cont�ibution	of	 foo��	��ice��	on	ove�all	 inflation	 in	�a�t	 �eflect��	��iffe�ent	�olicy	action��,	

suc� as price control a�reements, quotas or taxes on exports to improve t�e domestic supply of food products, 

etc.	It	al��o	�eflect��	the	weight	of	foo��	in	the	CPI	ba��ket.	�oo��	account��	fo�	�oughly	10	�e�cent	of	the	ba��ket	

in developed countries, for approximately �0 percent in emer�in� countries, and for over 60 percent of t�e 

consumer �asket in many countries in Africa. In �eru, food represents �� percent of t�e �asket, wit� food 

products and �evera�es accountin� for 48 percent of t�e ��I �asket. 

The	 inflationa�y	 im�act	 of	 the	 �ecent	 ��u��ly	 ��hock	 in	 the	 ca��e	 of	 ba��ic	 foo����tuff��	 ha��	 been	 a	 gene�alize��	

p�enomenon in �ot� developed and emer�in� countries. In a �reat num�er of countries, t�is �as implied an 

inc�ea��e	in	the	level	of	��ice��	an��,	in	��ome	ca��e��,	it	ha��	even	im�lie��	inflation	�ate��	above	the	cent�al	bank��’	

inflation	ta�get��	an��	at	level��	not	ob��e�ve��	��ince	the	�a��t	��eca��e��	in	many	ca��e��.

Thu��,	fo�	exam�le,	if	monthly	inflation	(1�-month	change)	i��	con��i��e�e��,	the	inflation	�ate��	�o��te��	in	Singa�o�e,	

��ile and ��ina �ad not �een seen since ��8�, ���6, and ���6 respectively. On t�e ot�er �and, if end-year 

inflation	(annual	va�iation	by	Decembe�)	i��	con��i��e�e��,	Chile,	China,	Pe�u,	Taiwan,	USA,	Singa�o�e	an��	Ja�an	

�eache��	inflation	level��	that	ha��	not	been	ob��e�ve��	��ince	1997.	Mo�eove�,	inflation	��howe��	�eco���	level��	in	the	

Eu�ozone	(3.1	�e�cent	in	�007),	an��	in	te�m��	of	count�ie��,	many	economie��	�eco���e��	inflation	�ate��	that	ha��	

not �een seen for over a decade.

In	Latin	Ame�ica,	inflation	�o��e	��ignificantly	in	mo��t	count�ie��	an��	even	gene�ate��	��e����u�e��	on	inflation’��	co�e	

com�onent	in	��ome	count�ie��	(i.e.	Mexico,	Colombia,	an��	Chile).	In	��ome	ca��e��,	in	economie��	with	inflation	

ta�get��	 (eithe�	 ex�licit	 o�	 im�licit),	 the	 inflation	 �ate��	 ob��e�ve��	we�e	 highe�	 than	 the	 cent�al	 bank��’	 inflation	

ta�get��	 (i.e.	Chile,	Colombia,	 an��	Venezuela)	 an��,	 in	 othe�	 ca��e��,	 the	 inflation	 �ate��	 �eco���e��	 �eve�te��	 the	

��ownwa���	t�en��	��eviou��ly	ob��e�ve��,	although	inflation	��till	�emain��	within	the	ta�get	�ange	(a��	in	B�azil,	 fo�	

example). 

DIRECT IMPACT OF FOODSTUFFS PRICES ON INFLATION  
     
   Percentage contribution (%)

 2000 - 2006 Jan.-Apr. 2007
      
World �6.6 �6.4
�eveloped economies �4.� �8.4
Africa 46.5 �7.�
�eveloped economies in Asia �4.� 55.�
East-central Europe ��.� ��.0
Middle East �7.4 5�.�
Western Hemisp�ere �5.6 �7.�
Peru* 25.2 57.6

* �orresponds to food and �evera�es�� January-�ecem�er �007. 
Source�� IMF (Oct. �007) and B���.  
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BOX 3
PRICE FORMATION: MAIN DETERMINANTS

The	outcome��	con��i��e�e��	he�e	we�e	obtaine��	f�om	the	��u�vey��	a��lie��	to	�9�	fi�m��	o�e�ating	in	fou�	��ecto���:	
the	��ima�y	��ecto�	-which	inclu��e��	ag�icultu�e,	fi��he�ie��,	an��	mining-,	manufactu�ing,	comme�ce,	an��	��e�vice��.	
��e sector wit� t�e �i��est representativity in t�e survey (55 percent) was t�e manufacturin� sector, wit� �60 
fi�m��.	

��erefore, a Survey on �rice Formation �as �een carried out in order to understand t�e mec�anisms ori�inatin� 
inflationa�y	��e����u�e��	an��	the	effect	of	moneta�y	�olicy	on	economic	activity.		

��is survey �as �een carried out in several countries (En�land, �anada, Spain and Mexico, amon� ot�er 
countries) wit� t�e main purpose of explainin� price ri�idity. In t�ese countries, t�e survey results are a 
complementary source of information to assess t�e performance of monetary policy. In �eru, t�is source of 
information would �e particularly relevant �iven t�at a �roducer �rice Index (��I) is still not availa�le. 

The	 Cent�al	 Bank	 con��uct��	 a	 Su�vey	 on	 Mac�oeconomic	 Ex�ectation��	 eve�y	 month	 which	 inclu��e��	 fi�m��	
operatin� in t�e �rimary, Manufacturin�, �ommerce, and Service sectors. For t�e purpose of carryin� out 
t�e Survey of �rice Formation, it was deemed convenient to work wit� t�e same sample and to distri�ute t�e 
questions relative to price formation �etween t�e mont�s of June and Octo�er �007. ��e results discussed 
�elow are part of an on�oin� wider study.

How often do firms adjust prices?

Mo��t	fi�m��	a��ju��t	��ice��	mo�e	than	once	a	yea�	in	all	the	��ecto���,	but	31	�e�cent	of	the	fi�m��	o�e�ating	in	the	

manufacturin� sector adjust t�eir prices less t�an once a year. 

2007: OVERALL INFLATION (percentage change over the last 12 months)
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What are the main factors firms take into account to raise or lower their prices?

Of	 the	 total	 numbe�	 of	 fi�m��	 ��u�veye��,	 89	 �e�cent	 ��ete�mine	 thei�	 ��ice��	 acco���ing	 to	 ma�ket	 con��ition��	
(co��t��,	��eman��,	an��	com�etition)	an��	11	�e�cent	t�y	to	maintain	fixe��	ma�gin��	on	thei�	co��t��.	The	main	facto�	
considered to raise prices is an increase in t�e prices of inputs. In addition to t�is, to increase t�eir prices 
companies also consider t�e prices of t�e products sold �y t�eir competitors, w�ile seekin� to increase t�e 
demand for t�eir product would �e t�e main reason considered to cut prices. 

��e ta�le a�ove s�ows t�at t�ere is an asymmetry in t�e effect produced �y a cost variation. In t�e case of 
inputs, any policy measure reducin� t�e price of inputs does not translate completely into prices, �ut also into 
�i��er mar�ins. In t�e case of la�or costs, a certain downward ri�idity is also o�served mainly in t�e service 
sector. In all t�e sectors in �eneral, t�e effects of a cost variation are �i��er t�an t�e effects of a variation in 
la�or costs. 

MARKET CONDITIONS 1/ 

   
 Price Price
 increase decrease
      

Increase/decrease in la�oral costs 47 4�

Inc�ea��e/��ec�ea��e	in	financial	co��t��	 44	 36

Increase/decrease in costs of inputs 85 80

Increase/decrease in costs of ener�y 57 54

Increase/decrease in demand 76 8�

Increase/decrease in competition 75 80

Increase in la�or productivity  68

Increase in market participation  65

�/ It refers to 8� percent companies. It could c�oose more t�an one c�oise.

ASYMMETRIES ON PRICE ADJUSTMENT BY VARIATION OF COSTS OF INPUTS 
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A��	�ega�����	��eman��,	fi�m��’	��ice��	�e���on��	mo�e	to	a	��eman��	�e��uction	than	to	a	��eman��	inc�ea��e.	Mo�eove�,	
t�ey also respond more to a reduction in t�e prices of t�eir competitors’ products t�an to an increase of t�ese 
prices. 

One of t�e main reasons considered to adjust prices is companies’ participation in t�e market.

In t�e manufacturin� sector -w�ic� is t�e most �omo�eneous sector and w�ic� represents 55 percent of t�e 
sample-, over �0 percent of t�e companies surveyed answered t�at t�e main determinant for raisin� prices is an 
increase in t�e cost of inputs, w�ile t�e price of t�eir competitors’ products ranks second as a determinant. 

MARKET CONDITIONS MANUFACTURE SECTOR  1/  
 
   
 Price Price
 increase decrease
      
Increase/decrease in la�or costs 5� 4�
Inc�ea��e/��ec�ea��e	in	financial	co��t��	 48	 44
Increase/decrease in cost of inputs �� 8�
Increase/decrease in cost of ener�y 68 65
Increase/decrease in demand 7� 8�
Increase/decrease in competition demand 78 85
Increase in la�or productivity  7�
Increase in market participation  6�

�/ It could c�oose more t�an one c�oise.
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BOX 4

CPI OF METROPOLITAN LIMA AND NATIONAL CPI

In	the	f�ame	of	the	BCRP’��	 inflation	ta�geting	��cheme,	the	moneta�y	�olicy	ta�get	va�iable	 i��	the	Con��ume�	
�rice Index (��I) of Metropolitan �ima, w�ic� is calculated �y t�e Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INEI) and 
�ubli��he��	in	the	official	��aily	El	Pe�uano	on	the	fi���t	��ay	of	each	month.	

Since January �00�, t�e INEI pu�lis�es t�e National �rice Index (National ��I), w�ic� is t�e wei��ted avera�e 
of t�e price indices of �eru’s �5 main cities (�4 department capitals and ��im�ote). 

By �ecem�er �007, t�e ��I of �ima s�owed an accumulated c�an�e of �.� percent, w�ile t�e National ��I 
�ad an accumulated c�an�e of 4.� percent.

In	fact,	if	the	�e�centage	change	in	foo��	an��	beve�age��	i��	exclu��e��	f�om	inflation,	the	va�iation	i��	�	�e�cent	
�ot� in t�e ��I of Metropolitan �ima and in t�e National ��I, and t�e dispersion amon� cities declines. 

NATIONAL CPI AND INFLATION
(Annual percentage change)
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��e National ��I still �as met�odolo�ical limitations so t�at it cannot �e used �y B���. Amon� t�ese limitations 
a�e:	(i)	 the	weight��	of	mo��t	citie��	��on’t	�eflect	 the	��t�uctu�e	cu��ent	con��um�tion,	but	 f�om	the	�e�io��	1993-
���4, and (ii) t�e si�e of t�e sample.

��e �ase year used to calculate t�e National ��I is �00�, and t�e wei��t structure is t�e one of expenditure 
accordin� to t�e ����-���4 ENA��OM survey. On t�e ot�er �and, t�e wei��ts in t�e case of ��I of Metropolitan 
�ima were revised in �00�; one of t�e main c�an�es was t�e reduction of t�e wei��t of Food and Bevera�es. 
Over �6 t�ousand data are recorded every mont� to calculate t�e ��I of Metropolitan �ima, w�ile approximately 
4� t�ousand data are recorded every mont� for all t�e ot�er �4 cities. ��us, t�e ��I of �ima would �e more 
representative and more relia�le. 

��e ��I of Metropolitan �ima is representative of t�e National ��I since expenditure in Metropolitan �ima 
accounts for 70 percent of domestic expenditure. 

CPI and inflation target

The	inflation	ta�get	i��	mea��u�e��	by	the	annual	�e�centage	change	of	the	CPI	of	Met�o�olitan	Lima	-which	i��	
calculated �y t�e INEI- �ecause t�e quality of t�is index is �etter t�an t�at of t�e National ��I. Given t�at 
t�e former is �ased on more complete and detailed information t�an t�e latter, it allows a �etter analysis of 
prices. 

Othe�	count�ie��	with	inflation	ta�get	��cheme��	con��i��e�	only	a	��ete�mine��	u�ban	a�ea.	�o�	exam�le,	the	CPI	of	
Chile	�efe���	to	the	G�eat	Santiago	a�ea.	Thi��	i��	the	in��icato�	u��e��	in	monito�ing	the	inflation	ta�get.	

�inally,	 it	 i��	a��vi��able	 to	u���ate	 the	��t�uctu�e	of	weight��	of	 the	con��ume�	ba��ket	u��e��	to	calculate	 inflation	
w�ic� requires dealin� a new survey. For reference, in tl�e Socio-Economic �evel Survey Ipsos Apoyo for 
Metropolitan �ima, food and Bevera�es wit�in t�e �ouse�old �as a wei��tin� of �7.8 percent, lower t�an t�e 
35.5	�e�cent	of	the	INEI.	U��ing	weight��	f�on	A�oyo,	the		inflation	in	�007	woul��	be	3.4	�e�cent,	lowe�	than	the	
�.� percent calculated �y INEI. 

��e INEI will carry out t�e National Survey of Family Bud�ets w�ic� will �e a�le to calculate a New �008-�ased 
��I.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX  
  
   
Country Geographical coverage Baseline  Number of Number of  
  basket stores observations
   
Ar�entina Federal capital and �4 parties t�at make ���6 - ���7 8,000 �00,000
 up t�e Gran Buenos Aires.
Bolivia Main cities�� �a �a�,  ���0 7,��5 
 �oc�a�am�a, El Alto and Santa �ru�.
Bra�il   Metropolitan Area of � states, t�e Federal    �00� - �00� �7,500 500,000
 �istrict and t�e city of Goiana.
��ile Great Santia�o (Santia�o province  ���6 - ���7 �,48� �00,000
 �uente Alto and San Bernardo).
�olom�ia �apitals of �� departments�� Bo�otá,   ���8 �5,408 40,000
 Medellín, �ali, Barranquilla, amon� ot�ers.
Ecuador 8 cities representin� 67% of t�e  �00� - �004 �,��� �0,0�0
 population.
Mexico  46 cities.  �000 �5,000 ��0,000
�eru  Metropolitan �ima  ���4 7,�75 �6,000
 Ot�er cities. ���4  4�,000
�ru�uay �apital city of Montevideo.  ���7 �,470 �0,�00

Source�� Statistics institutes, �entral �anks, and IMF.
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BOX 5

THE FUEL PRICE STABILIZATION FUND

�urin� �007 t�e international price of crude oil and crude oil derivatives s�owed an upward trend wit� �i�� 
volatility, a p�enomenon o�served since end �00�. ��e price of oil at t�e �e�innin� of �007 was �S$ 54.� per 
�arrel. After reac�in� an avera�e price of �S$ �4.8 per �arrel in Novem�er, t�e price of oil fell to �S$ ��.4 per 
�arrel in �ecem�er. ��is implied an accumulated increase of 47.� percent.

In t�is context, t�e �eruvian �overnment �as used t�e Fuel �rice Sta�ili�ation Fund as an instrument to 
miti�ate t�e impact of t�e �i��er prices of petroleum derivatives on domestic prices. 

��is mec�anism, w�ic� �as �een used since Octo�er �004, allows compensatin� producers w�en t�e 
reference international price -pu�lis�ed every week �y OSINE�GMIN- is a�ove t�e upper �and of a price 
�and discretionally set �y t�e Ministry of Ener�y and Minin� (MINEM). Similarly, producers contri�ute to t�e 
Fund w�en t�e price is �elow t�e lower �and of t�is price �and. 

To	o�e�ate,	the	�un��	�equi�e��	that	�efine�ie��	an��	fuel	im�o�te���	�ay	on	a	weekly	ba��i��	the	��iffe�ence	between	
t�e contri�utions of producers and t�e compensations t�ey are entitled to �ave. If t�is difference is a net 
compensation (t�at is, if compensations are �i��er t�an contri�utions), t�e Fund will pay t�e difference if t�e 
Fund �as liquid resources. Ot�erwise, companies will accumulate credit a�ainst t�e Fund. 

In �007 t�e contin�ent amount allocated �y t�e �reasury to cover t�e Fund’s equity increased �y S/. 770 
million. ��ese resources ensure t�at t�e Ministry of Ener�y and Minin� -w�ic� administers t�e Fund- �ave 
enough	�e��ou�ce��	to	cove�	the	liabilitie��	with	�efine�ie��	an��	fuel	im�o�te���	that	the	�un��	ha��	gene�ate��.	

Thi��	��um	wa��	highe�	than	tho��e	allocate��	in	��eviou��	fi��cal	yea���	(S/.	40	million	in	�004,	S/.	150	million	in	
�005,	an��	S/.	80	million	 in	�006),	which	�eflecte��	the	�i��e	 in	 the	��ice	of	c�u��e	oil	an��	oil	��e�ivative��	��een	
mainly in t�e second �alf of t�e year. Moreover, if we consider t�e S/. �00 million allocated to t�e Fund in 
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Janua�y	�008,	the	total	amount	autho�ize��	to	the	�un��	��ince	it	wa��	fi���t	e��tabli��he��	i��	S/.	1,�60	million,	of	which	
S/. �7� million �ave �een paid to producers and importers. 

�ue to t�e lower international prices of fuels in t�e fourt� quarter of �006, t�e Fund’s equity was positive 
at t�e �e�innin� of �007. However, t�e su�sequent increase in t�e international prices of oil �enerated an 
accumulation of lia�ilities since Fe�ruary �007. �o contain t�is accumulation of lia�ilities, t�e price �and was 
adjusted upwards �y end April and May, w�ic� led fuel prices to increase �y �.4 and �.7 percent in June and 
July respectively.

No	��ignificant	change��	we�e	ma��e	in	the	��ice	ban����	following	the��e	a��ju��tment��	until	the	month	of	Decembe�,	
w�en t�e price �ands for �0 and 84 octane �asoline, kerosene and diesel were increased. ��is �ad no impact 
on prices since t�is increase was compensated �y an equivalent reduction of t�e excise tax on said products. 
Accordin� to preliminary information provided �y t�e MINEM, t�e Fund would �ave a ne�ative equity of rou��ly 
S/.	830	million	at	the	clo��e	of	fi��cal	yea�	�007.

�urin� �007 t�e prices of fuels wit� impact on t�e ��I s�owed an increase of 6.4 percent, and t�e price crude 
of	�efine�y	inc�ea��e	11	�e�cent	a	�e��ult	�eflecting	both	the	inc�ea��e	in	the	��ice	of	c�u��e	(47.3	�e�cent)	-off��et	by	
t�e appreciation of t�e nuevo sol (6.� percent)- and t�e application of t�e Fund. ��e Fund would �ave miti�ated 
t�e increase of t�e international price of oil on domestic prices �y 7.� percent in t�e case of �asolines, �y ��.5 
percent in t�e case of kerosene, and �y �6.7 percent in t�e case of ��G. ��us, t�e direct impact on t�e ��I is 
estimated at 0.8 percenta�e points.

AMOUNT ALLOCATED BY TREASURY TO FUND’S EQUITY: 2007
(Millions of Nuevos Soles) 

       
Norm Date Amount
 

�.�.0�7-�007 05-��-�007 70

�.�.0��-�007 07-��-�007 �00

�.�.0�8-�007 08-��-�007 �50

�.�.0�4-�007 �0-�8-�007 �00

�.�.04�-�007 ��-�5-�007 �50

�.�.047-�007 ��-06-�007 �00

TOTAL  770
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REFERENCE INTEREST RATE TO 2008
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III. International environment

The low dynamic performance of the U.S. economy was 
compensated by the robust growth of emerging countries and, 
to a lesser extent, by the sound growth of some developed 
countries. In most cases, this higher growth was coupled by 
inflationary pressures that were accentuated by the evolution of 
the international prices of food and petroleum. 

International financial markets saw a period of high volatility 
since the second half of 2007. This volatility was associated 
with the deterioration of the high-risk mortgage segment in the 
United States -the subprime mortgage market-, which affected 
credit and brought about a downward correction on real estate 
prices. 

In 2008, the global economy would show a higher slowdown 
than the one forecast in our Inflation Report of September due to 
lower growth in the United States and to the tightening of credit 
conditions in developed economies. 

Given uncertainty about the future evolution of international 
financial markets and the U.S. economy, forecasts on global 
economic growth are biased downwards in this report. 

Growth, inflation, and interest rates

20.  The outlook on growth in the United States has been revised 
downwards after several financial institutions reported losses 
associated with assets in the subprime mortgage market in 
the last months of 2007, increasing uncertainty about the 
magnitude of the real estate crisis in this country. 

21.  This perception of increased risk -due to the potential effects 
of this crisis on financial markets- has been coupled by greater 
concerns on the future evolution of economic activity. Data 
show an upward trend in unemployment (4.9 percent in 
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January 2008), while GDP growth decreased significantly to 
0.6 percent after having recorded a 4.9 percent change in 
the previous quarter.

 Moreover, core inflation reached 2.4 percent between 
December 2006 and December 2007, while PCE1 core 
inflation posted 2.2 percent in the same period -a rate 
above the Federal Reserve’s tolerance margin of 2 percent 
indicating the presence of inflationary pressures. 

 

Table 10

FORECAST ON GDP GROWTH IN OUR MAIN 
TRADING PARTNERS 1/     
(In percenta�e)       
        
      
 Weighted 2006  2007   2008   2009 
 trade  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08       IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08      IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 
 2006

    
Trade partners 2/ 100% 4.6 4.3 4.4 4.0 3.6 3.8 3.8

North America 29% 2.9 2.1 2.3 2.3 1.6 3.0 2.5
     �SA �4% �.� �.0 �.� �.� �.5 �.0 �.5
        �anada 5% �.8 �.5 �.6 �.6 �.� �.0 �.5

Europe 20% 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.0
    Germany 4% �.� �.6 �.5 �.� �.8 �.� �.�
        �nited Kin�dom �% �.8 �.8 �.� �.� �.8 �.� �.0
        
Asia  21% 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.8
        ��ina ��% ��.� ��.� ��.4 �0.6 �0.4 �.8 �.8
        Japan 5% �.� �.� �.� �.� �.5 �.5 �.0
   
Latin America 30% 5.3 5.3 5.4 4.4 4.5 4.0 4.2
        Ar�entina �% 8.5 7.6 8.5 5.4 6.5 4.7 4.5
        Bra�il 7% �.7 4.8 5.� 4.5 4.7 4.� 4.5
        ��ile 7% 4.0 5.� 5.� 5.� 4.7 4.� 4.�
        �olom�ia 4% 6.8 6.4 6.8 5.� 5.5 4.6 5.0
        Mexico �% 4.8 �.� �.� �.4 �.� �.8 �.7
    Vene�uela �% �0.� 8.� 8.4 4.5 4.7 �.5 �.� 

   
Note:          

  India  �.7 8.5 8.6 8.� 8.� 7.0 7.0
        �eru  7.6 7.5 8.5 6.4 6.� 6.� 6.5
   
World economy��       a)3/  4.0 3.6 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.3 3.3
                            b)4/  5.0 4.7 4.9 4.4 4.1 4.3 4.3
        
      
IR:	 Inflation	Re�o�t	 	 	 	 	
�/ Executed data of WEO and �onsensus Forecast data as of t�e correspondin� mont�, 

IMF, and B���.      
�/ Wei��ted accordin� to t�e �006 trade.     
�/ �sin� nominal exc�an�e rate (Source�� �onsensus Forecast).
4/ �sin� exc�an�e rates of purc�ase power parity (Source�� WEO).
* Forecast.

�  �ersonal �onsumption Expenditures.

 Jan.00        Jan.01         Jan.02          Jan.03         Jan.04         Jan.05          Jan.06         Jan.07      Dec.07             

Graph 21 
USA: CORE INFLATION
(Percentage change over the last 12 months) 
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22.  In a context of turbulence in financial markets and uncertainty 
about the economic slowdown, the Federal Reserve (FED) cut 
its policy rate by 225 points between September 2007 and 
January 2008. Given increased indications of a recession in 
the United States, the FED lowered its policy interest rate by 
75 basis points in an extraordinary meeting in mid-January 
2008. Furthermore, the FED reduced its rate again by 50 bps 
to 3.0 percent on its meeting of January 30.

23. Considering these developments, the forecast on growth 
in the United States for 2008 and 2009 has been revised 
downwards. In 2008 the U.S. economy would show a 
slowdown (a process that already started in the fourth quarter 
of 2007) due to the correction of the real estate market, as 
well as an anticipated downswing in consumption and a 
more moderate growth in investment. 

 Consumption would be affected by the drop of house 
prices, the high prices of fuels, and by the weakening of 
employment, while investment would be affected by lower 
corporate gains and by adjustments in credit conditions.

24.  The rate of growth among our main trading partners in Europe 
would have been 2.8 percent in 2007, and is estimated at 
2.0 percent in 2008 and 2009.

 The Eurozone has been growing in line with forecasts and 
would show a slowdown in the next two years. Germany 
has maintained a sustained pace of growth during 2007. 
However, lower rates of growth would be seen in 2008 and 

Table 11

MAIN INDICATORS ON THE USA AND CANADA 1/   
    
       
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08

GDP (percentage change)       
 �SA �.� �.0 �.� �.� �.5 �.0 �.5
 �anada �.8 �.5 �.6 �.6 �.� �.0 �.5
Inflation (average)       
 �SA �.� �.7 �.� �.� �.8 �.0 �.�
 �anada �.0 �.� �.� �.� �.6 �.0 �.0
Current account (percentage of GDP)       
 �SA -6.� -6.0 -5.7 -6.0 -5.0 - -4.5
 �anada �.6 �.6 �.8 �.� 0.� - 0.5
Fiscal deficit of the government (percentage of GDP)       

�SA -�.6 -�.7 -�.6 -�.� -�.� - -�.�
 �anada �.0 0.6 0.� 0.6 0.� - 0.�

�/ Source�� �onsensus Forecast, IMF, Investment �anks and B���.
* Forecast.

       

Graph 22
FED MONETARY POLICY RATE
(In percentage)
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2009 due to a deceleration of industrial activity, a lower 
contribution of exports, and lower spending in investment 
(associated with lower corporate gains and adjustments in 
credit conditions). Thus, Germany should growth rates of 
1.8 and 1.9 percent in 2008 and 2009 respectively. 

 

 Growth in the Eurozone was coupled by higher inflationary 
pressures, explained in part by the higher prices of energy 
and food. In this context, the European Central Bank (ECB) 
raised its interest rate in March and June to 4.0 percent (a 
total of 50 basis points). The CBE has then maintained its 
rate given the deterioration of credit conditions and the risks 
of a greater economic slowdown. However, the presence 
of inflationary pressures (inflation in January 2008 was 3.2 
percent) has generated uncertainty about how the ECB will 
manage monetary policy rates in the future. 

25.  Japan showed a recovery in the third quarter of 2007 due 
to a higher contribution of its exports. However, recent 
indicators of economic activity would be pointing to a 
growth slowdown due to the weakness of consumption 
and investment (especially in real estate, as a result of 
new regulations for construction standards). The economy 
would grow at a rate of 1.5 percent in 2008 (below previous 
forecasts) and would slightly recover in 2009 (2.0 percent). 

26. China would have grown 11.4 percent in 2007, driven 
basically by higher investment and consumption. However, 
this growth has taken place in a context of growing 
inflationary pressures. Influenced by the higher prices of food 

Table 12

MAIN INDICATORS ON EUROPE 1/

   
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08

GDP (% change)       

 Germany �.� �.6 �.5 �.� �.8 �.� �.�

 Spain �.� �.8 �.8 �.� �.6 �.5 �.4

 �nited Kin�dom �.8 �.8 �.� �.� �.8 �.� �.0

Inflation       

 Germany �.7 �.6 �.� �.6 �.� �.6 �.7

 Spain �.5 �.6 �.8 �.7 �.� �.7 �.6

 �nited Kin�dom �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.� �.0

�/ Source�� �onsensus Forecast and B���.     
* Forecast.

       

 Jan.00            Jan.01           Jan.02           Jan.03           Jan.04           Jan.05           Jan.06           Jan.07          Dec.07             

Graph 23 
EUROZONE: INFLATION
(Percentage change over the last 12 months)
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-accounting for one third of its consumer basket-, inflation in 
2007 increased to 6.5 percent between December 2006 and 
December 2007 (an increase equivalent to an average annual 
rate of 4.7 percent), the highest rate seen since 1996.

 Because of this higher inflation and with the aim of moderating 
growth, the Central Bank adopted restrictive monetary policy 
measures. During 2007, the Bank raised the rate of reserve 
requirements on ten occasions -the rate, which accumulated 
an increase of 450 bps, was raised to 14.5 percent- and raised 
the interest rate on loans by 135 bps (to 7.47 percent). In 
January, the Central Bank announced an additional increase 
of 0.5 percentage points in reserve requirements. Moreover, 
the government froze the prices of energy and the prices 
of public service companies. Therefore, growth in China 
is expected to gradually slow down in 2008 and 2009, 
although it would still show high growth rates. Other factors 
contributing to China’s lower growth would include a lower 
global growth and the impact of an appreciation of the yuan 
on exports. 

27.  Growth in Latin America maintained high levels in 2007. A 
moderate slowdown is expected in the next two years, in 
line with the withdrawal of monetary stimulus seen in several 
economies and with lower global growth. In some countries, 
growth was mainly driven by domestic demand which, in 
addition to the higher inflationary pressures associated with 
some commodities (particularly petroleum and foodstuffs), 
resulted in inflation levels that in some cases were above 
central banks’ inflation target ranges. 

28.  Amongst countries with inflation targeting schemes, Chile 
and Colombia showed inflation rates that were higher than 
their respective inflation targets (1-4 percent and 3.5-4.5 

Table 13

MAIN INDICATORS ON ASIA 1/

       
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 07 IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07     IR Jan. 08

GDP (% change)       
  ��ina ��.� ��.� ��.4 �0.6 �0.4 �.8 �.8
  Sout� Korea 5.0 4.8 4.� 5.� 4.� 4.8 5.0
  Japan �.� �.� �.� �.� �.5 �.5 �.0
  India �.4 8.5 8.6 8.� 8.� - -
Inflation       
  ��ina �.5 �.5 4.7 �.5 4.� �.� �.5
  Sout� Korea �.� �.6 �.5 �.6 �.0 �.5 �.8
  Japan 0.� 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.4 �.6 0.5
  India 6.7 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.4 - - 

�/ Source�� �onsensus Forecast and B���.
* Forecast.   

 Jan.00           Jan.01          Jan.02         Jan.03           Jan.04          Jan.05          Jan.06          Jan.07       Dec.07             
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percent), while inflation in Brazil and Mexico fell within the 
target range (2.5-5.5 percent and 2-4 percent respectively). 
In this context, some central banks in the region raised their 
rates (Chile, Colombia and Mexico) and other central banks 
stopped lowering these rates (Brazil). 

Evolution of financial markets

29.  During 2007, and particularly in the second half of this year, 
financial markets showed increased volatility due to the 
crisis of the subprime mortgage market and to the risk that 
its effects could spread onto other economies. Investors’ 
showed greater risk aversion, which translated into the fall of 
stock markets, a drop in the yield on the U.S. Treasury Bonds 
and on the bonds of other developed countries, as well as 
into an increase in the spreads of the bonds of emerging 
countries and the reversal of carry trade2 operations. 

30.  Stock markets recorded significant losses in the last months 
of 2007 and in January 2008 (especially in developed 
economies), which totally or partially reverted the gains 
achieved in the previous months. 

31. The dollar continued to depreciate in international markets, 
particularly against the euro, the pound, and the Canadien 

Table 14

MAIN INDICATORS ON LATIN AMERICA 1/    
     
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  RI Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08   RI Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08 RI Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08

GDP (% change)       
  Ar�entina 8.5 7.6 8.5 5.4 6.5 4.7 4.5
  Bra�il �.7 4.8 5.� 4.5 4.7 4.� 4.5
  ��ile 4.0 5.� 5.� 5.� 4.7 4.� 4.�
  �olom�ia 6.8 6.4 6.8 5.� 5.5 4.6 5.0
  Ecuador �.� �.4 �.0 �.4 �.4 �.8 �.6
  Mexico 4.8 �.� �.� �.4 �.� �.8 �.7
  Vene�uela �0.� 8.� 8.4 4.5 4.7 �.5 �.�

Inflation 
  Ar�entina �.8 8.6 8.5 �0.� �0.8 �.7 �0.5
  Bra�il �.� 4.0 4.5 4.� 4.4 �.� 4.�
  ��ile �.6 5.8 7.8 �.� 4.� �.� �.� 
  �olom�ia 4.5 5.� 5.7 4.4 4.5 �.6 4.�
  Ecuador �.� �.7 �.� �.� �.5 �.� �.5
  Mexico 4.� �.7 �.8 �.5 �.� �.5 �.5
  Vene�uela �7.0 �7.8 ��.5 ��.� �7.6 �0.5 �6.8
 
�/ Source�� �onsensus Forecast and B���.

*Forecast.       
        

�		 The	 te�m	 ca��y	 t�a��e	 �efe���	 to	 a	 financial	 ��t�ategy	 whe�eby	 inve��to���	
bo��ow	low-yiel��ing	cu��encie��	an��	buy	financial	a����et��	in	count�ie��	with	
�i��-yieldin� currencies.

      Jan.06               May.06              Sep.06               Jan.07              May.07              Sep.07               Jan.08
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dollar. This is mainly explained by the differentiated conduct 
of monetary policy interest rates throughout most of the 
year. While the ECB raised its rates in 2007, the FED has cut 
them on 5 occasions since 2007 (the FED rates accumulated 
a reduction of 225 basis points), as a result of which the 
spread swung from 175 basis points in favor of the United 
States to 100 basis points in favor of the Eurozone by the 
close of January 2008. 

 Furthermore, expectations of additional cuts in the FED rates 
in the first quarter of the year generated further pressures on 
the dollar. The dollar showed a minimum historical record 
against the euro on January 14, (considering the German 
mark as reference for the period prior to the adoption of the 
euro). 

 The yen also strengthened as of the second half of 2007, 
as investors’ perception of increased risk brought about a 
reversal of speculative currency operations -carry trade-, 
which had been one of the causes explaining the depreciation 
of the yen in the last years.

 Latin American currencies also faced appreciatory pressures 
due to the generalized depreciation of the dollar, the better 
economic fundamentals seen in the region, and, in some 
cases, also due to carry trade operations. Despite volatility in 
financial markets, Latin American currencies are still subject 
to appreciatory pressures in January 2008.

 The global indicator of the US dollar exchange rates against 
other currencies, measured by the FED, fell 7 percent in 
2007, accumulating a 21 percent drop since December 
2002.

32.  The yield on the U.S. Treasury bonds has dropped since 
the second half of 2007. The recent turbulence observed 
in financial markets has accentuated this trend since 
investors seek less risky assets (flight to quality). The yield 
on 2-year bonds and on 10-year bonds reached levels that 
had not been seen since March 2004 (the former reached 
1.99 percent on January 8 and the latter has reached 3.43 
percent). 

33.  The yield curve of U.S. Treasury bonds has moved down 
between September 2007 and January 2008. The yield on 
short-term securities showed a higher reduction due to 
their greater correlation with the FED’s policy interest rate, 
which fell from 5.25 percent at early September 2007 to 3.0 
percent at end January 2008. 
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 On the other hand, the yield on long-term bonds showed 
a lower reduction (nonetheless, they reached levels unseen 
since July 2003). 

34.  As regards emerging countries’ debt, the second half 
of 2007 saw the impacts -although moderate- of the 
financial problems associated with the U.S. subprime 
mortgage market on emerging countries, particularly in the 

 region. 

 The EMBI+ spread and the cost of Credit Default Swap 
increased slightly. Most countries in the region were favored 
by their better fundamentals (international reserves, debt 
reprofiling and reduction, improved fiscal positions, among 
other aspects) which, in turn, was reflected by the better 
risk ratings they were assigned by the main rating agencies. 
In this sense, it is worth pointing out the better debt rating 
assigned to Chile, Mexico and Brazil between September 
and December. 

Table 15

RATIOS OF EMERGING MARKETS* 
(In �asis points)       
   
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007  2008 Change Change

      Jan. 2007- 2006 2008-2007

EMBI+ 1/ 418 356 245 169 239 273 70 34

  Latin America 521 420 283 186 268 302 82 34

  Bra�il 46� �8� ��� ��� ��� �55 �� �4

  �olom�ia 4�� ��� ��8 �6� ��5 �56 �4 6�

  Mexico ��� �66 ��6 �8 �4� �7� 5� �0

  Ar�entina 5 6�� 4 70� 504 ��6 4�0 466 ��4 56

  �eru ��� ��0 �06 ��8 �78 �05 60 �7

CDS (Credit Default Swap) 5 years 2/
      

  Bra�il 404 �05 ��5 �00 �0� ��6 4 ��

  �olom�ia 44� �4� �67 ��4 ��0 �8� �6 5�

  Mexico ��� 80 6� 4� 6� ��0 �� 4�

  Ar�entina n.a. n.a. �67 �0� 46� 47� �5� �7

  �eru ��� �04 ��� �� ��6 �45 �5 �0

�/ Measure t�e spread �etween a portfolio of de�t of a emer�in� country and t�e �S 
�reasury �ond for equivalent maturities.

�/ Measure t�e cost of insurance to cover t�e credit risk to t�e likeli�ood of impact of a 
de�t.

* �ata at t�e End-of-�eriod.      
Source�� Bloom�er� and �euters.     
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BOX 6

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES AND 
THEIR POSSIBLE IMPACT ON THE REST OF THE WORLD 

��e pro�a�ility t�at t�e �.S. economy could �o into recession �as �een discussed recently. ��e data pu�lis�ed 

by	 the	National	Bu�eau	of	Economic	Re��ea�ch	��how��	 that	USA	ha��	gone	 th�ough	��ix	�e�io����	cla����ifie��	a��	

recessions (��7�, ��74, ��7�-80, ��8�-8�, ����, and �00�) over t�e past 46 years, ��8� �ein� t�e most 

severe period of recession (annual �rowt� of -�.�%). 

��e causes of t�ese recessions �ave not always �een t�e same. Some were associated wit� supply pro�lems 

(oil	c�i��i��)	o�	with	 the	 im�lementation	of	co��ective	mea��u�e��	 face	 inflation.	The	 �ece����ive	�e�io����	of	1971,	

1974	an��	1981-198�	we�e	notewo�thy.	Othe���	a�o��e	a��	a	 �e��ult	of	c�i��e��	 in	 the	financial	ma�ket��	 (with	 the	

�000-�00� reversal of t�e tec�nolo�ical �u��le) t�at led to monetary policy responses. Furt�ermore, anot�er 

im�o�tant	event,	although	not	cla����ifie��	a��	�ece����ion,	wa��	ob��e�ve��	in	1998	with	the	Ru����ian	c�i��i��	an��	the	

collapse of lon�-term capital mana�ement.

��e current context of economic slowdown resem�les more t�e situations o�served in ���8 and �00�, w�ic� 

�e��ulte��	f�om	financial	ma�ket-�elate��	facto���.	Howeve�,	the	financial	tu�bulence	an��	c�e��it	con��t�aint��	that	a�e	

currently o�served are also coupled �y �i�� oil prices. 

So	fa�,	the	��low��own	of	the	U.S.	economy	ha��	not	been	�eflecte��	in	a	��ignificant	��low��own	in	the	�e��t	of	the	

wo�l��.	On	 the	 cont�a�y,	 ��u�ing	 the	 fi���t	 qua�te���	 of	 �007	 the	 economie��	 of	 ��ome	 ��evelo�e��	 count�ie��	 an��	

emer�in� countries (particularly ��ina) s�owed a favora�le evolution and �rew at even �i��er rates t�an 

initially forecast. ��is apparent lessenin� of correlation or dependence �etween developments in t�e �nited 

States and t�e rest of t�e world �as �een called “decoupling”. 

��e dynamics of t�e �.S. economy would �e one of t�e factors underlyin� t�is p�enomenon. Most of t�e recent 

slowdown is explained �y t�e evolution of t�e real estate sector; particularly �y t�e drop seen in residential 

investment (its contri�ution to G�� �as �een ne�ative �y rou��ly one percenta�e point in t�e last quarters). As 

t�is sector demands few resources from a�road, t�e impact on ot�er countries’ exports �as �een moderate. 

UNITED STATES: REAL GDP 1960-2007
(Percentage change)
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On t�e contrary, recent developments in international markets would point to t�e reversal of decouplin�. Some 

factors indicatin� t�is include�� (i) t�e slowdown of consumption in t�e �nited States; t�e imported component 

of	con��um�tion	i��	highe�	than	that	of	�e��i��ential	inve��tment;	(ii)	the	exten��ion	of	financial	��oblem��	-a����ociate��	

wit� t�e su�prime market- to ot�er developed economies, as in t�e case of Germany and t�e �nited Kin�dom; 

(iii) t�e stron� depreciation of t�e dollar -particularly a�ainst t�e euro and t�e yen- w�ic� would �ave an impact 

on exports in t�e Euro�one and Japan; (iv) t�e plun�e of stock markets, w�ic� is a more �lo�al p�enomenon 

affectin� wealt� directly and, �ence, consumption, and (v) t�e �i��er prices of oil, w�ic� is a factor t�at could 

affect a �roader num�er of economies (includin� Europe, Japan, and ��ina).

IMF studies (World Economic Outlook, Octo�er �007) s�ow t�at, despite t�e �rowin� wei��t of ot�er economies 

in G��, t�e impact of t�e �nited States is still �i��. A drop of � percent in t�e G�� of t�e �nited States implies 

a drop of 0.�6 percent in t�e rest of t�e world. ��is sensitivity will vary from country to country and will depend 

on t�e mar�in eac� country �as to implement anti-cyclical policies, as well as on its de�ree of trade inte�ration 

wit� t�e �nited States, amon� ot�er factors. 

WORLD AND UNITED STATE GDP
(Percentage change)

 1980                1984                  1988                  1992                  1996                  2000                  2004           2007
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IV. Economic activity

Peru has been showing annual growth rates of over 6 percent 
since 2005. This growth has been sustained by the evolution 
of domestic demand, driven by consumption and private 
investment.

In 2007 the Peruvian economy grew 8.5 percent -the highest 
growth rate observed in the last 12 years- in a context of 
increased private spending and favorable expectations on the 
future evolution of the economy. 

Consumption and private investment are forecast to show a 
more moderate growth in 2008 considering the deterioration of 
external conditions, a downward correction in terms of trade, 
and an offset in the expansion of liquidity and credit. Therefore, 
economic activity would gradually converge to more sustainable 
rates in terms of the trend output by 2009. Thus, GDP would 
grow 7.0 percent in 2008, falling thereafter to a growth rate of 
6.3 percent in 2009. 

35. The high growth of domestic demand in 2007 is explained by 
consumers’ and business optimistic expectations, in a context 
of macroeconomic stability, favorable credit conditions, 
higher employment in all sectors and in most of the regions 
of the country, as well as by firms’ increased announcements 
of investment plans in all the economic sectors.

 
 These factors have implied a faster pace of growth of 

consumption and private investment, which reached similar 
rates as the ones observed in the mid-nineties. 

36. A series of investment plans implemented during 2007 
have brought about the expansion of productive capacity 
and productivity improvements. Hence, the forecasts on 
GDP growth have been revised upwards. Particularly, GDP 
would grow 7.0 percent in 2008 and 6.3 percent in 2009, 
compared with our previous forecasts of 6.5 and 6.0 percent 
respectively (Inflation Report of September 2007). Additional 
investment would allow the expansion of potential output 
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which, in addition to the lower drive of demand foreseen for 
2008 and 2009, should result in a rate of GDP growth closer 
to the potential output. 

37. In 2007 the growth of national disposable income also 
exceeded previous forecasts (9 versus 8 percent), which 
explains the favorable trend observed in the growth of 
private and public spending. In contrast with the concept of 
GDP, national disposable income also considers the effect of 
international prices and the transfers of Peruvians residing 
abroad. Moreover, this concept also deducts the profits 
generated by foreign investments and therefore offers 
a more accurate indicator on the economic transactions 
generating incomes for the country. The national disposable 
income should grow less in 2008 than in 2007 due to lower 
terms of trade and to lower remittances from abroad. 

Table 16

GLOBAL DEMAND AND SUPPLY     
(�eal percenta�e c�an�e)      
    
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08   IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08 

1.  Domestic demand  10.1 10.0 11.0 7.2 8.2 6.9 7.2

  a. �rivate consumption 6.� 7.� 7.6 5.7 5.8 5.� 5.�
 �. �u�lic consumption 8.7 6.0 4.� �.8 5.0 �.8 5.4
 c. �rivate investment   �0.� ��.7 ��.� �5.0 �0.0 ��.� ��.�
 d. �u�lic investment ��.7 �5.0 ��.8 �5.0 ��.0 �5.0 �6.6

�. Exports 0.5 5.� 6.0 8.� 8.� 6.� 8.5
�. Imports ��.4 �7.4 ��.0 ��.8 ��.5 �0.� ��.4
4. GDP 7.6 7.6 8.5 6.5 7.0 6.0 6.3
        
IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.	 	 	 	 	 	

* Forecast. 

Table 17

NATIONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME    
(�eal percenta�e c�an�e)      
    
 2006  2007*   2008*   2009* 

  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08  IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08 

   

1.   Gross domestic product 7.6 7.6 8.5 6.5 7.0 6.0 6.3

�.   Gross national product 4.� 7.� 8.8 8.� 8.4 8.0 7.6

�.   Gross national income ��.� 8.0 �.0 6.� 5.7 6.8 7.0

4.   National disposable income1/ 11.3 8.0 8.9 6.2 5.4 6.8 7.0

5.   A�sorption �/ �4.� �0.4 ��.5 6.� 6.6 7.7 7.�
   
IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.	 	 	 	 	
* Forecast.      
�/ Includes investment income, �ains and losses due to c�an�e in terms of trade and net 

transfers from non-residents.    
�/ Measure t�e purc�asin� power of residents peruvians. It is o�tained �y addin� discounted 

exports and imports to national income disposa�le.

           

Graph 32 
GDP GROWT RATE
(Real percentage change)
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DOMESTIC DEMAND GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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Graph 34
GOODS AND SERVICES EXPORTS GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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GOODS AND SERVICES IMPORTS GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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Graph 39
DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS IMPORTS
(Millions of US$)

38.  Private consumption is estimated to have grown 7.6 
percent in 2007, showing the highest growth rate observed 
since 1995 (9.7 percent). Thus, this component would 
account for most part of GDP growth (61 percent) observed 
in the year.

 The faster pace of growth of private consumption is 
explained by several factors. First, the high prices of export 
products increased the economy’s purchasing capacity, 
which translated into a higher national disposable income. 
Second, a decentralized increase of formal employment 
that consolidated the positive trend of employment in 
several cities of the country, especially in activities such 
as commerce, transport, and services, added to higher 
incomes. Employment in the main cities of the country has 
grown at rates of over 4 percent. The cities showing the 
highest rates of employment were Trujillo, Sullana, Talara, 
Arequipa and Piura, with rates of over 11 percent, as well 
as Cuzco, Pucallpa, Lima, and Tarapoto, with rates ranging 
between 7 and 10 percent. 

39.  Consumer confidence remained at high levels during the 
year, which favored household decisions to buy durable 
goods, as reflected in the higher imports of this type 
of goods, particularly car purchases (imports of durable 
goods had increased 25 percent by December, while car 
purchases had increased by 40 percent by November 
2007). 

 The demand for these products was also driven by the high 
growth of consumption loans, which increased 37 percent in 
2007.

 Private consumption is expected to slow down from 7.6 
percent in 2007 to 5.8 percent in 2008 and to 5.3 percent 
in 2009. This forecast considers the correction foreseen 
in terms of trade and its impact on national disposable 
income, as well as a more moderate growth of liquidity 
and credit.

40.  Private investment grew at a faster pace in 2007 -showing 
a rate of 23 percent after having increased 20 percent in 
2006- and accounted for around 4.1 percentage points of 
growth. This result reflects favorable expectations on the 
growth of domestic demand in the following years, firms’ 
greater access to credit, favorable prospects associated 
with the signing of trade agreements and the ratification 
of the trade agreement between Peru and the United 
States. 

Graph 36
PRIVATE CONSUMPTION GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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CONSUMER CONFIDENCE INDEX
INDICCA
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URBAN EMPLOYMENT IN COMPANIES WITH 10
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Graph 40
FAMILY VEHICLES SALES
(Unites)

    2002             2003            2004            2005             2006              2007*     
Source: Araper.
* January-November.
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 In the short term, the higher growth of domestic demand 
relative to GDP growth has brought about an increase 
in the rate of use of productive capacity. In addition to 
competition, this has generated an additional incentive for 
firms’ implementation of their expansion plans and for the 
installation of new plants. Moreover, optimistic expectations 
on the evolution of the economy and macroeconomic 
stability continue incentivating the implementation of new 
businesses nationwide. 

 The high growth rates of private investment were coupled 
by the adoption of more modern technologies, as reflected 
in the fact that imports of capital goods have grown at rates 
of over 30 percent since 2006. This pace of growth not only 
increases the economy’s capital assets, but also productivity, 
which results in an increase of the potential output in the 
next years. 

 Higher investment and increased productivity are the 
factors accounting for the increase of productive capacity, 
all of which contribute to potential growth. In this sense, 
firms’ productivity increased 4 percent on average 
between 2006 and 2007 according to the BCRP Survey 
on Macroeconomic Expectations carried out in September 
2007.

 According to the survey carried out in December 2007, 
significant investments were made in the mining and 
hydrocarbon sector (Yanacocha’s gold mill project, 
expansions at Southern and Volcan), in manufacturing 
(expansions at Backus, the Cajamarquilla refinery, and 
Cementos Lima, among other enterprises), and in transport 
and telecommunications, all of which totaled US$ 2,924 
million. New facilities and new businesses were opened 
in the commerce sector, with investments amounting to 

 US$ 476 million. 

 Manufacturing would be the sector with higher investment 
in 2008, as investments for a total of US$ 1,570 million 
have been announced. The mining and hydrocarbon sector 
would rank second with a total investment of US$ 1, 411 
million. In terms of growth rates, the sectors with higher 
investments would be services, agriculture, electricity, and 
commerce.

 Investments of over US$ 29 billion have been announced 
for 2007-2010, including commitments for investments 

Graph 41
CAPITAL GOODS IMPORTS
(Percentage change)1/
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in various concession processes. Significant amounts 
will be invested in mining and hydrocarbon projects, as 
well as in transport, energy and industrial infrastructure. 
This remarkable evolution of private investment is in part 
explained by business optimistic expectations (49 percent 
of entrepreneurs expect improvements in the following 
3 months), as reflected in investment announcements. 
Considering these factors, the forecast on the growth of 
private investment has been revised upwards to 20 percent 
for 2008. 

 Given that private investment grew nearly three times more 
than the output in 2007, the ratio of private investment as a 
percentage of GDP reached levels that had not been observed 
since the mid-nineties. Although investment is expected to 
continue growing at a similar pace in the following years 
due to the investments announced in the aforementioned 
sectors, private savings would grow at lower rates, since 
lower terms of trade would affect the national disposable 
income. Therefore, requirements of external savings would 
increase to 2.4 percent of GDP in 2009.

Table 18

PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
(Millions of �S$)
     
Sector N° of 2007 2008 % Change
  businesses    
     

A�riculture and livestock �� �60 ��8 48.�

Fis�in� �� ��4 �4� -��.�

Minin� and fuel �6 �,�46 �,4�� ��.�

Manufacturin� ��6 �,�4� �,570 �7.5

Electricity 6 ��0 457 47.5

�onstruction �� �6 ��� �6.7

�ommerce �5 476 67� 4�.7

�ransport and telecomunications �8 6�6 8�� �7.5

Services �� �8 55 �7.�

     

Total 274 4,217 5,492 30.2

Source�� Macroeconomic Expectation Survey, B��� �ecem�er �007.   

  

     

Graph 42
PRIVATE INVESTMENT GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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FIXED PRIVATE INVESTMENT
(Percentage of GDP)
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Table 19

MAIN INVESTMENT PROJECTS: 2007-2010  
(Millions of �S$)       
     

 Sector / Businesses Proyect Amount
   
MINING   12,527
From which: �eru �opper S.A. �oromoc�o �,500
 Zijin Minin� Group �ío Blanco �,400
 Sout�ern �opper �orp. �os ��ancas �,�00
	 Southe�n	Co��e�	Co��.	 Ex�an��ion	of	mine��,	��melte���	an��	�efine�ie��	 980
 Minera Yanacoc�a Minas �on�a  ��5
 Xstrata �as Bam�as  ��0
 Sout�ern �opper �orp. �ía María 750
   
FUEL   5 051
From which: �erú �NG �amisea II �,�00
 Barret �esources �ote 67 �,600
 �etro�ras - �etro�erú �lanta �etroquímica  800
   
TELECOMUNICATIONS  2,148
From which�� �elefónica del �erú Expansion of mo�ile network and �road�and �,000
 America Movil (�laro) Works in mo�ile p�one 560
 For concession Wi-max �roject ��0
 For concession Broad�and satelital 45
   
INDUSTRIAL  2,479
From which:	 Voto�antim	Metai��	 Ex�an��ion	of	Cajama�quilla	Refine�y	 	500
 Vale Fosfatos de Bayóvar  450
 �amar�o-�orrea �onstruction of cement plant  �00
 SAB Miller  Expansion of plant  �50
	 Refine�ía	La	Pam�illa	 Mo��e�nization	of	Refine�y	 	350
   
INFRAESTRUCTURE  2,636
From which�� �u�ai �orts World �allao Muelle Sur - �allao  6�7
 For concession Sea and river port terminals  558
 For concession Electric train  �80
 For concession Majes- Si�uas II  �80
 Grupo �omero Ancon �ort  �00
 For concession Eje Ama�onas �entro  �60
 For concession �e�ional airports  �57
 For concession �ed Vial Nº 4  �50
   
ELECTRICITY  2,337
From which�� Endesa Several projects, includin� expansion  500
  of Santa �osa central
 E�ec�ilca �ermoeléctrica E�ec�ilca  500
 For concession �ransmission �ine Mantaro – �aravelí - Montalvo  ���
 For concession �ransmission �ine Vi�carra - Huallanca  ���
  �ajamarca - �ar�uaquero
 For concession �ransmission �ine ��ilca - �lanicie - Zapallal  �08
 �ementos �ima El �latanal  �80
 Kallpa Generacion Expansion of Kallpa   �0
 Enersur Expansion of ��ica �no  80
   
OTHER SECTORS  2,173
From which�� For concession �lanta de �ratamiento �a �a�oada  �80
 For concession �lanta de �ratamiento �a ��ira  ��7
 �ottus �4 stores in �ima, �rujillo y ��iclayo  �00
	 G�u�o	B�e��cia	 30	floo�	Hotel	in	San	I��i���o	(We��tin)	 	100
 �asa�rande �istillery and development farmlands  66
 Sodimac - Grupo Fala�ella Several stores  60
 �.�. Jockey �la�a Expansion of commercial areas  55
 �arque Arauco �omplejo �omercial San Isidro  54
 �orporación �esquera Inca Boats and plants  50
 �arque Arauco, Gloria, Wiese Me�a �la�a Arequipa  40
 Grupo Won� �entro �omercial �ima �la�a Norte  �5
 Graña y Montero �oncession of �ro�rama Vial �osta-Sierra I (�iura)  ��
 A�roindustrial �aredo Su�ar project  Arena �ulce  �0
   
  TOTAL 29,351
   
Source�� �roinversion and announcement of investments. 
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41. Domestic savings showed growth rates of 22.7 and 23.9 
percent of GDP in 2006 and 2007 respectively due to the 
increase seen in the national disposable income, which 
contributed to finance business investments. The higher 
savings observed in both the private sector (17.8 percent of 
GDP) and the public sector (6.2 percent of GDP) translated 
into lower external financing requirements.

 Savings should continue growing in 2008 and 2009 due to 
economic growth and to increased access to banking services, 
thus facilitating investment financing and contributing to 
sustainability in the balance of payments.

 Economic agents have also revised their growth forecasts 
upwards. According to economic analysts and financial 
institutions, in 2008 GDP should grow 7.0 percent, while 
non-financial entities estimate a higher growth: 7.4 percent. 
Lower growth rates are expected for 2009, with forecasts 
ranging between 6.2 and 7.0 percent. 

42.  As regards public expenditure, the central scenario considers 
a higher pace of spending in executing units, particularly 
in terms of investment, which also has a positive impact 
on the accumulation of productive capital in the economy. 
Expected investment in infrastructure would allow increasing 
productivity in private sector activities, thus multiplying the 
benefits of trade agreements.

43.  The potential output would continue growing in the 
following years due to increased capital assets and increased 
overall factor productivity, showing a growth rate of around 
7 percent in the forecast horizon. Approximately half of this 

Table 20

SAVINGS - INVESTMENTS   
(�ercenta�e of G��)
     
 2006 2007* 2008* 2009*

     

External saving -2.8 -1.0 1.9 2.4

Domestic saving 22.7 23.9 23.0 23.8

 �u�lic sector 4.� 6.� 5.8 5.4

 �rivate sector �7.8 �7.8 �7.� �8.5

Domestic gross investment 19.9 22.9 24.9 26.3

 �u�lic sector �.8 �.� �.� 4.4

 �rivate sector �7.� ��.8 ��.0 ��.� 

* Forecast.
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GDP GROWTH EXPECTATIONS 2008
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Table 21

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

(�eal percenta�e c�an�e)      
    
 2006  2007*   2008*       2009* 

                                   IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08    IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08    IR Sep. 07   IR Jan. 08 

       
Agriculture and livestock 7.4 2.9 2.3 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8
 A�riculture 8.� �.6 �.4 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
 �ivestock 7.6 �.5 �.4 �.� �.� �.6 �.6
        
Fishing 2.4 2.6 6.9 3.5 3.5 4.0 5.0

Mining and fuel 1.4 1.8 2.1 5.2 5.2 4.2 4.2
  Metallic minin� �.� �.� �.5 5.� 5.� 4.0 4.�
 Natural �as and oil 5.7 7.� 6.5 6.� 6.� 5.5 5.5
       
Manufacturing 7.4 9.4 10.3 7.3 8.5 6.5 7.4
 Based on raw materials 4.� 0.8 -0.� 4.4 4.� 4.4 4.7
 Non-primary industries 8.� ��.4 ��.7 8.0 �.5 7.0 8.0
       
Electricity and water 6.9 8.8 8.7 6.5 7.0 5.5 5.5
Construction 14.8 16.0 16.6 12.0 13.0 11.0 11.0
Commerce 11.1 8.2 9.6 6.6 7.4 6.4 6.6
Other services 7.0 7.8 9.1 6.1 6.6 6.0 6.1
    
Global GDP 7.6 7.6 8.5 6.5 7.0 6.0 6.3
        
Primary 4.5 2.1 1.8 4.4 4.4 4.0 4.2

Non-primary 8.5 9.2 10.4 7.0 7.8 6.6 6.9

   
IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.	 	 	 	 	
*  Forecast.        

  

growth is explained by capital accumulation derived from 
increased investment in the private and public sectors, in 
a context of favorable expectations on the future evolution 
of the economy and greater access to credit. Additionally, 
productivity -which accounts for a third of potential growth 
in the economy- would also increase as a result of a better 
allocation of resources and of efficiency gains resulting from 
technological transfer and trade agreements. 

Sector production 

44.  In 2007 non-primary sectors continued to be the most 
dynamic sector due to the impulse of domestic demand. 
Construction showed the highest growth rate as a result 
of increased employment, higher incomes, and higher 
mortgage credit which favored the construction of new 
houses, as well as due to the greater investment seen in the 
industrial and commerce sectors. Non-primary manufacturing 
ranked second, boosted by higher consumption spending 
(as reflected in the higher production of food and beverages) 
and by the demand for inputs in the construction sector, 
reflecting the high growth of inputs such as cement.

Graph 47
NON PRIMARY SECTORS GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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 Considering the lower impulse expected in demand and 
a less favorable international context, non-primary sectors 
should show a more moderate growth in 2008 and 2009. 
This would be offset by the implementation of the trade 
agreement between Peru and the United States, as well as 
by prospects of signing other trade agreements with other 
countries, which would boost manufacturing production.

 The construction sector would continue to be the sector 
showing the highest growth considering the expansion of 
cement plants to meet the demand associated with the 
construction of malls, hotels, and housing projects, especially 
in cities other than Lima. In addition to dynamism in the 
construction and manufacturing sectors, the commerce 
sector is also expected to grow given that increased access 
and the opening of new facilities are foreseen in the main 
cities of the country. 

45. Although lower than forecast, primary sectors showed a 
slight growth in 2007. The factors explaining this evolution 
included a combination of variable climatic conditions which 
affected the agricultural sector and specific factors in the 
mining sector, such as Yanacocha’s lower production of gold 
since Yanachocha is currently operating in areas with lower 
mineral content. These negative factors were offset by the 
expansion of Cerro Verde’s copper mine.  

 A recovery of primary sectors is expected in the following 
years, considering better climatic conditions and the 
maturing of projects. After having fallen slightly in the first 
months of the 2007 - 2008 crop year, production in the 
agricultural sector is currently normalizing and should show 
higher yields due to the investments made over the past 
few years. This would be coupled by a higher production of 
agroexports, given that modern technologies continue to be 
implemented in farming areas and that no significant effects 
are expected to be caused by cold weather conditions 
associated with La Niña due to an adequate storage of water 
in reservoirs. 

 No significant climatic alterations should affect growth in the 
fishing sector, and given the policy of prohibition periods for 
anchovy catch established by the Production Ministry, growth 
in this sector would be mainly associated with fish capture 
to elaborate canned and frozen products. Other factors 
contributing to this would include the effect of increased 
efficiency resulting from corporate mergers and acquisitions 
carried out in 2006 and 2007, as well as new investments 
made in terms of fish processing. On the other hand, full 
capacity operation at Cerro Verde’s expanded plant and the 
onset of activities at Cerro Corona in 2008, as well as a steady 
production of gold at Yanacocha -including Yanacocha’s oxide 
project- are considered in the mining sector.

Graph 48
NON PRIMARY MANUFACTURE GROWTH RATE
(Real percentage change)
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BOX 7

SUPPLY AND DEMAND BALANCE FOR THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR

In line wit� t�e current drive ex�i�ited �y economic activity, t�e demand for electric ener�y �rew �0.� percent 

in �007. Alt�ou�� t�is �rowt� �as not caused pro�lems in t�e supply of electricity, con�estion pro�lems �ave 

�een o�served in electricity transmission to t�e nort�ern and sout�ern areas of t�e country. Our previous 

Inflation	Re�o�t	wa�ne��	about	the	conge��tion	��oblem��	that	a�e	cu��ently	ob��e�ve��,	but	��o	fa�	no	��ignificant	

pro�ress �as �een made in terms of t�e processes t�at would offset t�ese situations.

�on�estion pro�lems in t�e �entro-Norte transmission line are �ein� dealt wit� t�rou�� t�e expansion 

of t�e Zapallal-�aramon�a-��im�ote transmission line, w�ic� s�ould �e completed �y April t�is year. 

Additionally, t�e concession of t�e Vi�carra-�ajamarca-�ar�uaquero transmission line is currently in t�e 

process of �ein� implemented. On t�e ot�er �and, pro�lems in t�e case of t�e �entro-Sur transmission 

line could �e reduced in t�e s�ort-term if complementary equipment were installed to allow t�e current 

�00 MW Mantaro-Soca�aya transmission line operate at full capacity. In t�e medium-term, t�e installation 

of a second parallel line is indispensa�le. ��e tender process for t�e construction of said line s�ould �e 

completed in May t�is year. 

Given t�at at least �8 mont�s would �e required for t�e installation of t�ese lines after t�e winnin� �id is 

awarded, decree �� N° 046-�007 �as �een enacted to prevent t�at con�estion pro�lems mi��t translate into 

highe�	gene�ation	co��t��	 in	 the	no�th	an��	��outh	of	 the	count�y.	Acco���ing	to	 thi��	�egulation,	 the	 le����	efficient	

�eneration plants t�at will start operatin� in t�e areas wit� con�estion pro�lems will not �e considered to 

calculate mar�inal costs in t�ese areas and a special mec�anism would �e applied to compensate said costs. 

�ikewise, supply of electric ener�y from ��ilca to �ima could also face transmission pro�lems in t�e future. 

�urrently existin� transmission facilities would only allow t�e operation of one additional power station in t�e 

sout� of �ima, and at present t�ere are four projects t�at could start operations in t�e area next year�� ��ilca 

�no-Sta�e III, wit� a power of �76 MW; Kallpa-Sta�e II, wit� a power of �76 MW; E�ec�ilca, wit� a power of 

5�8 MW; and El �latanal �ydropower station, located in Yauyos, wit� an installed power of ��0 MW. Hence, 

t�e importance of �ivin� t�e ��ilca-�a �lanicie-Zapallal transmission line in concession, w�ic� is expected to 

take place in June t�is year. ��e completion of t�is process would allow t�e actual operation of t�ese power 

stations.

Moreover, t�e expansion of t�e Santa �osa t�ermal power station, wit� an additional power of ��0 MW, 

is expected to �e completed in �00�. ��is power station would not �e affected �y t�e a�ove-mentioned 

transmission constraints as it is located in t�e ur�an area of �ima. It is wort� pointin� out t�at �amisea’s �as 

pipeline is currently �ein� expanded so t�at it may adequately supply �as to t�is power station and t�e ot�er 

stations t�at will �e installed in ��ilca. 

In line wit� t�e aspects discussed a�ove, t�e followin� �rap� s�ows t�e projected evolution of power supply 

and demand in �008 and �00�. �emand would �row �etween 7 and 8 percent in t�is period, w�ile supply would 

�e �i��er in �00� due to t�e implementation of sta�e III of ��ilca �no and t�e expansion of t�e Santa �osa 

t�ermal power station. Moreover, t�ese projects are not only t�e ones t�at are most likely to �e implemented, 

but	 al��o	 the	 one��	 with	 ��ufficient	 t�an��mi����ion	 facilitie��.	 Thi��	 evolution	 of	 ��u��ly	 an��	 ��eman��	 woul��	 im�ly	

a reduction in t�e reserve mar�in reserve required for t�e system’s operation (from �� percent in �007 to 

�� percent in �00�). ��erefore, and in order to prevent �ottle-necks t�at may affect economic �rowt�, it is 

important to accelerate t�e completion of t�e on�oin� processes associated wit� awardin� t�e contracts for 

t�ese projects. 
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Finally, it s�ould �e pointed out t�at, in t�e medium-term, t�e execution of pro�rammed investments in 

t�an��mi����ion	an��	gene�ation	��oject��	woul��	en��u�e	the	efficient	o�e�ation	of	the	elect�icity	��ecto�	an��	a	��u��ly-

demand �alance in t�is market. On t�e one �and, t�e operation of additional transmission lines as of �0�0 will 

facilitate	the	efficient	o�e�ation	of	the	national	elect�icity	��y��tem	(��even	new	line��	will	��ta�t	o�e�ating	in	�010-

��, includin� t�e ��ilca-�a �lanicie-Zapallal transmission line). On t�e ot�er �and, an annual �rowt� of a�out 

�00 MW in electricity demand may �e a�sor�ed �y t�e operation of new �eneration projects (t�ermal power 

plants usin� natural �as, suc� as E�ec�ilca and Nueva Esperan�a, wit� a power of 700 MW, and fourteen 

�ydroelectric power stations wit� a power of �,�05 MW3) t�at �ave �een pro�rammed to �e implemented.

�  Hydroelectric power stations wit� already esta�lis�ed concession contracts include El �latanal (��0 MW), Santa �ita 
(�74 MW), ��eves (�5� MW), �ucará (��0 MW), San Ga�an (��0 MW), Quitaracsa (��� MW), and Marañon (�6 
MW).

DEMAND AND SUPPLY
FOR EFFECTIVE SOURCE OF ENERGY
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V. Balance of payments

The surplus in the current account of the balance of payments 
would have been equivalent to 1.0 percent of GDP in 2007, 
lower than the 2.8 percent rate observed in 2006. This lower 
result is mainly associated with the impact of strong domestic 
demand on imports, which grew by approximately 32 percent. 
Together with the current account result, the significant inflow of 
both short-term and long-term capitals that was also observed 
during this period generated upward pressures on the Nuevo 
Sol. 

Deficits in the current account of the balance of payments 
are forecast for 2008 and 2009 (1.9 and 2.4 percent of GDP 
respectively) given that a less favorable international environment 
is expected due to the lower growth of our trading partners, and 
that terms of trade are expected to drop by 11 percent and 3 
percent respectively in these years. 

Current account

46.  In 2007 the current account of the balance of payments would 
have posted a surplus of 1.0 percent of GDP, explained mainly 
by a positive result in the trade balance and by increased 
remittances from abroad. The international context was 
characterized by the higher prices of food and fuels, by the 
persistence of high levels in the prices of minerals, and by 
uncertainty about the evolution of economic activity in some 
countries. Exports of goods increased 17 percent, given 
that export prices increased 14 percent and the volume of 
exports increased 3 percent. On the other hand, imports of 
goods increased 32 percent. 

 The supply constraints that have driven the prices of food 
and fuel upwards would continue to be seen in 2008. On the 
other hand, a higher demand for imported goods is expected 
given the current drive of private investment. Therefore, the 
forecast on the current account deficit has been raised from 
the 0.4 percent of GDP estimated in our previous Inflation 
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Report to 1.9 percent of GDP in this report. This new forecast 
considers that the surplus in the trade balance would decline 
from US$ 6.0 billion to US$ 5.2 billion.

 Considering the same factors, the current account result in 
2009 has also been revised to an estimated deficit of 2.4 
percent of GDP, instead of the 0.9 percent deficit estimated 
in our September Report.

47.  In order to measure the effect of an extreme reversal of 
commodity prices, the trade balance and the balance of the 
current account have been estimated at 2003 prices -as metal 
prices started showing a significant increase since 2004. The 
results obtained through this show that the current account 
would remain at sustainable levels during the following 
years. The trade balance would by lower by approximately 
US$ 4.5 billion on average between 2007 and 2009. On 
the other hand, the adjusted current account would show 
negative results in 2008 and 2009 (-3.0 and -3.1 percent of 
GDP respectively).

Terms of trade

48.  In 2007, terms of trade grew for the sixth consecutive year 
and showed a 3.6 percent increase due to the higher prices 
of exports, which increased by 14 percent. This was offset by 
the higher prices of imports, which increased 10 percent. 

        
  
Table 22

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS       
(Millions of �S$)       
   
 2006 2007* 2008*  2009*

   Year IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 

          

I.   CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE 2,589 1,329 1,092 -528 -2,485 -1,240 -3,570

 As percentage of GDP 2.8 1.3 1.0 -0.4 -1.9 -0.9 -2.4

 �. �rade �alance 8,��4 8,46� 8,�56 5,�7� 5,��0 �,80� �,44�

  a.  Exports ��,800 �7,��� �7,�56 �8,4�4 �0,�74 �8,�87 ��,7�5

  �.  Imports -�4,866 -�8,��8 -��,5�� -��,45� -�4,�44 -�5,�84 -�8,�8�

 �. Services -�4� -�,�5� -�,0�5 -�,4�5 -�,�70 -�,48� -�,4�4

 �. Investment income -7,58� -8,405 -8,707 -7,�45 -�,087 -6,760 -8,65�

 4. �urrent transfers �,�85 �,5�6 �,466 �,85� �,74� �,�0� �,055

  �emittances �,8�7 �,�5� �,�0� �,468 �,��0 �,800 �,6��

         

II. FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 589 5,171 9,323 1,528 7,485 2,240 4,570

         

III. NIRs FLOWS (=I+II) 3,178 6,500 10,414 1,000 5,000 1,000 1,000

          

Memo��        

International reserves �alance  �7,�75 ��,775 �7,68� �4,775 ��,68� �5,775 ��,68�

(Millions of �S$) 

IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
* Forecast.        
  

               2007                                    2008                                    2009
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49.  A reduction of 10.7 percent and 2.6 percent is forecast in 
the index of terms of trade for 2008 and 2009 respectively. 
This reduction is explained by upward pressure on the prices 
of imported food and fuels in the case of 2008, and by lower 
export prices in the case of 2009. 

50.  As a result of global economic slowdown, a slight reduction 
of export prices is expected in 2008 given that a reversal 
would be seen in the price rises of basic metals (i.e. copper 
and zinc), although offset by higher prices of gold. The prices 
of imports would show a faster pace of growth due to the 
higher prices of food and oil. 

 The prices of food and oil should start showing a decline 
by 2009 as demand pressures subside. As regards export 
prices, mining products -except precious metals, such as 
gold and silver- would show a downward trend in a context 
of better global supply-demand balances.

Trade balance

51.  In 2007 the trade balance would have shown a result of US$ 
8.4 billion, a sum slightly lower than the one considered in 
our previous report (US$ 8.5 billion). In the case of exports, 
the higher price of exports would have compensated by 

        
  
Table 23

TERMS OF TRADE
(Annual percenta�e c�an�e)
      
 2006 2007 2008* 2009*

   IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08

Terms of trade (% Chg.) 27.4 3.0 3.6 -8.1 -10.7 -4.8 -2.6

         

1.  Export price index 36.9 11.1 13.9 -4.2 -0.2 -4.4 -2.9

  Annual avera�e price        

  - �opper (cents per pound) �05 ��0 ��� ��0 �80 �65 �55

  - Zinc (cents per pound) �4� �4� �47 ��4 �06 ��0 �06

  - Gold (�S$ per ounce) 605 670 6�7 700 8�0 7�0 84�

  - Fis�meal (�S$ per M�) �,080 �,064 �,075 �07 ��4 8�4 84�

          

2.  Import price index 7.4 7.8 9.9 4.3 11.7 0.5 -0.3

  Annual avera�e price        

  - �etroleum (�S$ per �arrel) 66 6� 7� 74 8� 7� 84

  - W�eat (�S$ per M�) �6� ��5 ��� �48 ��� ��4 �08

  - Maice (�S$ per M�) �4 ��5 ��8 �4� ��� �6� ��8

   - Soy �ean (�S$ per M�) ��4 ��5 �07 �4� 458 ��� 4�7
         
IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.

* Forecast.        
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far the lower volume of traditional exports (mainly mining 
and fishing products), while the increase seen in the case 
of imports would be associated with the higher growth 
observed in the Peruvian economy. 

52.  In 2008 and 2009, the trade should continue to show 
surpluses (US$ 5.2 billion and US$ 3.4 billion respectively). 
These results have been revised downwards relative to the 
results estimated in our previous Inflation Report based 
on the new information considered regarding the future 
evolution of commodity prices and estimates of a higher 
demand for imports.

Exports

53.  Exports of goods in 2007 increased by 17 percent compared 
to 2006 and posted a new historical record of US$ 28.0 
billion (US$ 23.8 billion in 2006). This result was influenced 
not only by a favorable evolution of prices in external 
markets (traditional exports increased 16 percent, while 
non-traditional exports increased 9 percent), but also by 
a greater diversification of products and by access to new 
markets, which contributed to the growth of non-traditional 
products.

        
  
Table 24

TRADE BALANCE
(Millions of �S$)       
   
 2006 2007 2008*  2009*

   Year IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 

       
EXPORTS 23,800 27,399 27,956 28,424 30,174 28,987 31,725
Of w�ic���        
  �raditional products �8,�74 �0,��6 ��,4�� ��,056 ��,5�4 �0,66� ��,805
     Non-traditional products 5,�7� 6,�45 6,�88 7,�0� 7,467 8,�56 8,7��
          
IMPORTS 14,866 18,938 19,599 22,451 24,944 25,184 28,283
Of w�ic���        
 �onsumption �oods �,6�� �,�6� �,��� �,7�� �,778 4,�5� 4,�04
 �aw material 7,�87 �,876 �0,4�6 ��,��4 ��,�00 ��,��� �4,��8
 �apital �oods 4,�45 5,8�4 5,885 7,��5 8,�55 8,5�� �,668
          
TRADE BALANCE 8,934 8,461 8,356 5,973 5,230 3,802 3,441
       
Note�� % ��an�e        
 Exports �7.0 �5.� �7.5 �.7 7.� �.0 5.�
 Imports ��.0 �7.4 ��.8 �8.6 �7.� ��.� ��.4
 Export volume index -0.� �.5 �.� 8.� 8.� 6.� 8.�
 Import volume index �4.5 ��.0 ��.� ��.� �5.5 ��.5 ��.7
          
IR:	Inflation	Re�o�t.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

* Forecast.        
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 Non-traditional exports increased by approximately 19 
percent, mainly due to the contribution of agricultural, 
chemical, steel and metal, and jewelry exports which 
accounted for over 50 percent of this growth. The volume of 
exports of this type of products grew 10 percent, while prices 
increased 9 percent. On the other hand, traditional exports 
would have grown 17 percent, reflecting the positive impact 
of the higher prices of raw materials in international markets. 
On average, prices increased 16 percent in 2007 -driven by 
the higher prices of commodities-, while volumes increased 
only 1 percent.

54.  Total exports would grow 8 y 5 percent in nominal terms 
in 2008 y 2009 respectively, mainly as a result of higher 
sales of non-traditional products (19 and 17 percent in 2008 
and 2009 respectively), especially agricultural and fishing 
products, while exports of traditional products would grow 
by 5 percent in 2008 and by 1 percent in 2009 due to the 
lower prices of metals. 

 Copper

 Copper exports accounted for roughly 26 percent of total 
exports in 2007. The volume of these exports increased 
approximately 14 percent mainly due to the higher 
production associated with Cerro Verde’s expansion.

 The average price of copper in 2007 was US$ 3.23 per 
pound, which represented a 6 percent increase relative to 
2006. This price increase would be explained by a supply 
deficit in the copper market (copper inventories declined to 
levels that would only meet consumption demands during a 
week and a half). 

 This shortage of copper was associated with a growth of 
demand in China, which showed higher levels than the ones 
forecast in early 2007. China’s consumption increased an 
annual 35 percent in the first eleven months of the year, 
while China’s net imports of refined copper grew 135 
percent (to 1.37 million tons) in 2007. Supply reductions 
-mainly associated with labor or operation problems in the 
main producer countries (Chile, Peru, Mexico, Indonesia, and 
Canada) also contributed to the upward pressures observed 
in the year. Moreover, some natural phenomena affected 
production in some mines in Chile.

 In 2008 and 2009 the price of copper should decline as 
the market would show a better supply given that a lower 
demand is estimated in the United States and Europe. 
Moreover, the onset of new projects would also contribute 
to improve supply. 

1998   1999    2000   2001   2002   2003  2004   2005   2006   2007   2008* 2009*
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 Demand in the United States and Europe would be affected 
by the slowdown of the U.S. real estate market. The 
consumption of copper in the United States fell 6 percent 
in the first nine months of 2007 and this trend would 
aggravate should the U.S. economy go into recession. 
However, this effect would be compensated by an expected 
higher demand in China, given the growth of construction, 
the expansion of electricity generation capacity, and the 
government’s demand for this metal to replenish strategic 
reserves observed in this country. 

 On the other hand, supply would increase due to the onset 
of operations in new projects and to production expansions. 
The new big projects that would start operating in Chile, 
United States, Zambia, and Congo would have an estimated 
yearly production of 870 thousand tons. Moreover, the 
production of refined copper would grow 6 percent in 2008, 
due to increased capacity in Chile and China. 

 Gold

 Gold exports accounted for 15 percent of total exports in 
2007. The volume of these exports, which decreased nearly 11 
percent, totaled approximately 5,900 thousand troy ounces.

 The price of gold increased 15 percent in 2007, showing an 
average price of US$ 697.41 per ounce. This increase was 
influenced by a higher physical demand (India, China, and 
Middle East countries), by investors’ higher demand, as well 
as by a lower than expected production, especially in South 
Africa and Peru. These factors led to a supply deficit in the 
first nine months of the year. 

 Since September, the price of gold showed an upward trend 
which was aggravated by the depreciation of the dollar 
associated with the FED’s reduction of its interest rates and 
by increased demand for gold as a hedge against the higher 
prices of oil. 

 The price of gold should continue increasing during 2008 
and 2009 given that demand is expected to remain at high 
levels due both to the demand of the jewelry industry and 
to investors’ demand. Factors explaining the latter would 
include geopolitical uncertainty, the weakness of the dollar, 
and problems in U.S. markets. On the other hand, supply 
would remain stable in aggregate terms given that supply 
constraints in South Africa would be compensated by an 
expected increase of production in other countries. 

 Zinc

 Zinc exports accounted for nearly 9 percent of total 
exports in 2007. The volume of zinc exports increased 

 Dec.03               Dec.04               Dec.05              Dec.06              Dec.07           Dec.08              Dec.09
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by approximately 19 percent due to Antamina’s higher 
production.

 
 The price of zinc declined 0.9 percent in 2007 to an average 

price of US$ 1.47 per pound. Zinc production in China 
 -the world’s first producer of zinc- Increased by an annual 

23 percent to 344 thousand tons (data up to October 2007), 
while China’s zinc imports decreased 17.4 percent in the first 
11 months of the year. Another factor contributing to this 
lower demand for zinc was the substitution of galvanized 
steel (coated with zinc) by stainless steel (nickel is used with 
this metal). 

 The average price of zinc should decrease during 2008 and 
2009 mainly due to the onset of operations in new mining 
projects, which would consolidate a supply surplus in this 
market. The main projects that would start operating include 
Sotkamo in Finland and Peñasquito in Mexico, with an 
annual production of 195 thousand tons. It is worth pointing 
out that Hindustan Zinc (the world’s third major producer of 
zinc) announced that production would be increased by 50 
percent in 2008. This higher mining supply would also be 
coupled by a greater refining capacity, basically in China. 

        
Table 25

BALANCE OF WORLD’S SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF MAIN 
COMMODITIES
(��ousand of M�)       
       
    2004 2005 2006 2007* 2008*

      
Copper      
 - Supply  ��,68� �6,657 �7,5�� �8,�0� ��,�47
 - �emand  ��,5�7 �6,750 �7,4�8 �8,��4 ��,�0�
 Gap (Supply - �emand)  -848 -�� ��� -�� 45
 Inventories  488 4�5 5�6 50� 548
 �onsumption weeks  �.� �.� �.6 �.4 �.5
Zinc      
 - Supply  7,��6 7,0�5 7,�50 7,40� 7,�40
 - �emand  7,548 7,��6 7,465 7,5�4 7,886
 Gap (Supply - �emand)  -�5� -�0� -��5 -��� 54
 Inventories  �,0�� 8�8 548 4�5 46�
 �onsumption weeks  7.� 6.� �.� �.� �.�
Oro      
 - Supply  �,�6� 4,0�5 �,557 �,6�� n.d. 
 - �emand  �,4�7 �,7�� �,�86 �,766 n.d.  
 Gap (Supply - �emand)  -��6 ��4 �7� -��7 n.d.  
      
* Forecast in t�e case of �old, t�e information corresponds to January-Septem�er �007.   

Source�� World Gold �ouncil, Metal Bulletin �esearc� (Base Metals Mont�ly, �ecem�er �007). 
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Imports

55.  The growth of imports observed in 2007 (32 percent) was 
mostly associated with the evolution of private investment, 
which grew approximately 23 percent during this year, as 
reflected in the increase seen in imports of capital goods. 
Given the correlation of these imports and the dynamism 
of private investment, this reflects higher capital and 
productivity levels that favor the growth of potential GDP in 
the medium term.

 By economic sectors, the higher imports of capital goods for 
industry (42 percent), the higher imports for the transport 
sector (50 percent), and the higher imports of machinery for 
the construction sector (24 percent) were noteworthy.

56. In 2008 and 2009, imports should show growth rates 
of 27 and 13 percent respectively, given that various 
sectors would see the onset of the pre-operation stages of 
several investment projects. Thus, important projects to be 
implemented in this period would include Camisea II (in the 
south of Peru), Toromocho (Junín), Río Blanco (Piura), Minas 
Conga (Cajamarca), Lot 67 (Amazonas), Bayovar’s Phosphate 
Plant (Piura), among other projects. 

Financial account

57. In 2007 the financial account of the balance of payments was 
characterized by a strong increase in the flow of external 
resources associated with direct private investment and 
long-term disbursements, in line with the drive of economic 
activity. As a result of this, a positive flow of US$ 8.7 billion 
would be seen in the financial account of the balance of 
payments. 

58.  Investments of over US$ 6.2 billion each year are expected 
in 2008 and 2009 given favorable expectations on the 
evolution of economic activity which, although showing a 
more moderate pace, would grow at rates closer to those 
of the potential GDP. The main flow of foreign investment 
would be oriented to the mining and hydrocarbon sector 
-where important projects will be developed-, as well 
as to the sectors of telecommunications, electricity, road 
infrastructure, agroindustry, the petrochemical industry, 
etc. 

 In line with the drive of economic activity, increased private 
long-term disbursements would add to the higher flows of 
direct investment. Moreover, local institutional investors’ 
portfolio should continue to diversify toward financial assets 
abroad during the following years. 
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Table 26

PRIVATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 
(Millions of �S dollars)
     
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

     
PRIVATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 42 1,167 1,582 1,446 10,995

1. INFLOWS 1,799 2,247 3,378 4,331 11,741
 A. �irect investments �,�75 �,5�� �,57� �,467 6,��0
 B. �on� term dis�ursement 55� 7�6 647 70� �,77�
 �. �ortfolio investment received �y t�e country -�5 -78 �5� �55 �,660

2. OUTFLOWS -1,904 -1,310 -1,559 -2,257 -1,320
 A. �ortfolio investment a�road -�,�7� -�04 55 -�,7�� -70�
 B. Amorti�ation of lon�-term -7�5 -�,007 -�,6�4 -5�5 -6��

3. SHORT TERM CAPITAL 147 230 -236 -628 574
 A. Bankin� system ��8 �0� 64 -468 �,585
 B. �est �0 ��7 -�0� -�6� -�,0��
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VI. Public finances

Fiscal forecasts for the 2007-2009 period show better results for 
the operations of the Non-Financial Public Sector (NFPS) than 
those considered in our Inflation Report of September 2007, 
basically because of lower non-financial expenditure in 2007.

Expected economic results should include a surplus equivalent 
to 1.8 percent of GDP in 2008 and a surplus equivalent to 1.0 
of GDP in 2009. Economic results would show higher rates 
than the ones forecast in our previous report, despite the fact 
that the forecast considers a gradual recovery of expenditure, 
with expenditure growing at even higher rates than economic 
activity. 

In this forecast scenario, the structural economic result -indicator 
that excludes the total impact of the economic cycle- would 
show a downward trend in the following years. Furthermore, 
the fiscal impulse -which was nil in 2007- would be positive 
in the next two years, particularly in 2008, and would suggest 
that fiscal expenditure would have an impact on the growth of 
domestic demand despite the fact that higher surpluses than the 
ones forecast in our previous report are considered here.

Overall balance

59. In 2007, the Non-Financial Public Sector (NFPS) showed 
a positive result equivalent to 3.0 percent of GDP (0.9 
percentage points higher than in 2006). This surplus is 
explained mainly by central government operations (1.7 
percentage points), while the rest of general government 
entities -which include local governments- accounted for 
1.2 percentage points of this surplus. Moreover, the overall 
balance of public enterprises was 0.1 percent of GDP. 

 The economic surplus in 2007 was higher than the one 
forecast in our previous Inflation Report (3.0 percent versus 
2.0 percent of GDP), basically due to lower non-financial 
spending. The general government’s current revenues 
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remained at 20.5 percent of GDP -a similar level than the 
one considered in our previous report-, but increased in 
nominal terms due to the greater drive of economic activity, 
the favorable international prices for our commodities, and 
the growth of imports, which showed a higher increase than 
the one forecast in our previous report. 

60.  Executed non-financial expenditure -forecast at 16.8 percent 
of GDP in our September Inflation Report- was 15.9 percent, 
given that the different levels of government NFPS did not 
fully execute their current expenditure or capital spending 
budgets. 

61.  Economic surpluses equivalent to 1.8 percent and 1.0 percent 
of GDP are estimated for 2008 and 2009 respectively. This 
estimates are 0.8 and 0.7 percent higher than the ones 
considered in the September report.

 

Structural overall balance

62. The structural economic result is an indicator that isolates 
the effects of the economic cycle and of the higher prices 
of mining and hydrocarbon exports on the fiscal result. This 
indicator shows a downward trend in the period of analysis, 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
Table 27

NON-FINANCIAL PUBLIC SECTOR
(Percentage	of	GDP)
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 2006 2007 2008* 2009*

   IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 IR Sep. 07 IR Jan. 08 IR Sep.  07 IR Jan. 08 

1. General government current revenue 19.7 20.5 20.5 20.4 20.5 20.0 20.0
	 Real	percentage	change	 23.1	 12.6	 13.5	 2.7	 2.9	 1.8	 2.5
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
2. General government non-financial expenditure 16.2 16.8 15.9 17.8 17.1 18.2 17.7
	 Real	percentage	change	 8.7	 12.3	 7.0	 9.4	 11.3	 6.5	 8.1
	 Of	which:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 a.	 Current			 13.4	 13.7	 12.8	 14.1	 13.3	 14.1	 13.5
	 	 	 Real	percentage	change	 7.3	 10.2	 4.5	 6.6	 6.8	 4.3	 6.3
	 	 b.	 Capital	 2.6	 3.0	 2.8	 3.6	 3.7	 4.0	 4.1
	 	 	 Real	percentage	change	 14.2	 25.4	 20.0	 25.1	 34.2	 15.1	 15.3
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
3. Other  0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
         
4. Primary balance (1-2+3) 3.9 3.9 4.8 2.7 3.4 1.8 2.4
         
5. Interests 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4
         
6. Overall balance  2.1 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.8 0.3 1.0
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Central	government	current	revenues	 17.3	 18.0	 18.0	 17.9	 18.0	 17.4	 17.5
Central government non-financial expenditure 14.2 15.2 14.8 15.5 15.1 15.6 15.3
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
IR: Inflation Report.

*	 Forecast.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
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declining from zero in 2007 to a deficit of 0.9 and 0.8 percent 
of GDP in 2008 and 2009 respectively. 

 Furthermore, the fiscal impulse -indicator showing the net 
effect of fiscal policy on domestic demand- was lower in 
2007 than previously forecast due to lower non-financial 
expenditure. This indicator would be positive in 2008 and 
2009 (1.1 and 0.1 respectively), which suggests that, despite 
the higher levels of surpluses estimated, fiscal expenditure 
would be a source of expansion for domestic demand, 
especially in 2008.

Evolution of fiscal revenues

63. In 2007 the current revenues of the general government 
increased a real 14 percent due to the greater drive of 
economic activity and to favorable international prices for our 
main exports, as reflected in firms’ greater profits, particularly 
in the mining sector. Central government revenues in 2007 
(18.0 percent of GDP) showed the highest level observed 
since 1980. 

 The revenues contributing most heavily to this evolution 
were the income tax (including regularization), which grew 
22 percent in real terms, and value added tax (associated 
with domestic operations), which grew 12 percent. The 
taxes associated with imports showed different conducts: 
while the external VAT increased by 20 percent due to higher 
imports during the year, revenues for tariffs decreased by a 
real 24 percent mainly due to the tariff reduction established 
at end 2006.

 Forecasts for 2008 and 2009 consider current revenues 
of 20.5 percent and 20.0 percent of GDP respectively -
the estimate for 2008 is 0.1 percent higher than the one 
considered in our September Inflation Report, while the 
estimate for 2009 is similar to our previous forecast. Factors 
contributing to this higher level of revenues would include 
greater economic activity, a lower fall of export prices, and 
increased imports. 

 Revenues should increase despite the implementation of 
some tax modifications in the last quarter of 2007 that would 
affect tax collection in the following years. For example, the 
tariff reduction implemented in October modified the rates 
for 4,224 groups of products; this would represent an annual 
cost of 0.2 percentage points of GDP on fiscal accounts. 
Moreover, the tax modifications affecting the excise tax on 
fuels and automoviles that were implemented in December 
would represent an overall cost of 0.1 percent of GDP on 
revenues. 
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 Furthermore, although the Peru-US Trade Promotion 
Agreement should come into force in the second half of 
2008, this is no longer considered to be an important fiscal 
cost given the tariff reductions established over the past two 
years. The forecasts also consider the reductions of the Tax 
on Financial Transactions -ITF- (from 0.08 percent in 2007 to 
0.07 percent in 2008 and to 0.06 percent in 2009) and of 
the Temporary Tax on Net Assets -ITAN- (from 0.5 percent 
in 2008 to 0.4 percent in 2009). 

Evolution of fiscal expenditure

64.  In 2007, the general government’s non-financial expenditure 
was equivalent to 15.9 percent of GDP, 0.3 percentage 
points lower than in 2006. In real terms, it grew 7 percent. 
Analyzing non-financial expenditure by components, the 
general government’s investment grew a real 20 percent 
during 2007, while current expenditure increased a real 5 
percent. 

 The general government’s non-financial expenditure should 
increase by a real 11 percent in 2008 and by a real 8 percent 
in 2009. The forecast for 2008 has been revised upwards 
relative to our previous report (11 percent vs. 9 percent) 
basically because government expenditure in investment is 
expected to increase from 25 to 34 percent. This is associated 
with the fact that the Budget Law for 2008 (Law N° 29142 
enacted on December 10, 2007) authorized that the funds 
for investment projects that had not been executed by 
December 2007 could be re-allocated as ordinary financing 
resources for 2008. 

65. The forecasts on expenditure for the 2008-2009 period 
consider the limits set forth in the Fiscal Accountability and 
Transparency Act, which in its last amendment established 
that the annual increase of the central government’ 
expenditure in consumption shall not be higher than 4 
percent in real terms, including total spending in salaries, 
goods, and services. 

 In the frame of the strategy implemented to offset the 
effect of the high volatility of fuel prices, in 2007 the Public 
Treasury assigned S/. 190 million to reduce the amount of 
resources committed to the Fuel Price Stabilization Fund. 
As provided by several legal regulations, contingent funds 
assigned to the Fund for the 2009 budget amount to S/. 900 
million.

66. Transfers from the 2007 fiscal year to the Fiscal Stabilization 
Fund (FSF) are estimated at approximately US$ 1,000 
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million. This sum results mainly from the difference 
between ordinary incomes and ordinary expenditure, 
and includes 2007 unexecuted investments that have 
been reprogrammed for 2008. The balance of the FSF by 
December 31, 2007 was US$ 485 million, equivalent to 
0.4 percent of GDP. Furthermore, according to the Fiscal 
Accountability and Transparency Act and its amendments, 
any amount exceeding 2 percent of the GDP ratio may be 
used for debt reduction operations. 

Financing requirements

67.  During 2007 the government implemented a strategy aimed 
at improving the debt profile and at reducing exchange risks. 
The following operations were carried out with this aim:

 l  In February 2007, Brady bonds and 2012 Global Bonds 
were exchanged by longer maturing conds, which 
included an issue of global bonds maturing in 2037. The 
total involved in this bond exchange operation amounted 
to US$ 2,262 million.

 l In October, Peru prepaid US$ 1,794 million to the Paris 
Club through the issue of 30-year sovereign bonds for 
a total of S/. 4,750 million (approximately US$ 1,504 
million). The structure of our liabilities was modified with 
this operation, replacing 5.3 percent of the external debt 
by internal debt denominated in Nuevos Soles. 

 l In December 2007, Peru prepaid US$ 261 million to the 
Andean Development Corporation (CAF). This operation 
was financed through a new debt with the CAF for the a 
total of US$ 250 million and the remainder was prepaid 
with own resources. The aim of this operation was to 
reduce the spread of this initial debt. 

 The reduction of the external debt achieved through these 
transactions in 2007 was approximately US$ 2,000 million 
compared to the previous year. Moreover, these operations 
have also enabled increasing the total debt in domestic 
currency from 24.4 percent to 36.5 percent in terms of the 
total public debt in the same period.

Graph 73
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68.  A total of US$ 840 million corresponding to the balance of 
Brady bonds should be repaid in 2008. This operation will 
be financed through issues of sovereign bonds of up to  
US$ 486 million, and the rest will be obtained through Public 
Treasurs’s own resources. Moreover, another prepayment 
for a total of US$ 189 million will be made to the CAF. This 
operation -similar to the one carried out in December 2007- 
will include negotiating a new debt contract with the CAF for 
a total of US$ 150 million. 

69.  The net debt -indicator of the position of public sector’s net 
liabilities, as well as of public sector’s solvency- decreased 
from 24.1 percent of GDP in December 2006 to 17.6 percent 
in December 2007. This reduction was associated with the 
public sector increased deposits (over US$ 5,000 million) in 
the financial system due to the accumulation of resources 
observed during the year due to the economic surplus 
achieved in 2007. This indicator should continue to show a 
downard trend and should reach a level of 9.8 percent of GDP 
in 2009. Said level would be associated with a level of liquid 
assets in the public sector that would be higher than that of 
the public debt as a result of the dynamism forecast in terms 
of economic actvity and the effects of this on fiscal accounts. 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
Table 28

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE NON-FINANCIAL PUBLIC SECTOR 1/

(Millions of US$)
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 2006 2007 2008* 2009*
   IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08  IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08  IR Sep. 07  IR Jan. 08 

I. Uses -247 -642 -1,681 769 -291 917 -181
	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
 1. Amortization 1,636 1,459 1,512 2,007 1,992 1,311 1,259
  a. External 1,107 1,115 1,175 1,489 1,413 1,001 923
	 	 b.	Internal	 530	 344	 337	 518	 580	 310	 336
    Of which: Pension        
    Bonds 145 149 138 163 180 183 192
	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	
 2. Overall Balance  -1,883 -2,101 -3,192 -1,238 -2,283 -394 -1,440
  (negative sign indicates surplus)        
	 	
II. Source -247 -642 -1, 681 769 -291 917 -181
 1. External  535 928 969 1,160 1,158 1,089 1,089
 2. Bonds  2/ 820 725 840 972 1,046 987 1,053
	 3.	Internal		3/ -1,602 -2,295 -3,490 -1,363 -2,496 -1,160 -2,324

Memo: In percentage of GDP       
Gross public debt balance 32.7 28.4 29.4 25.6 24.2 24.0 22.5 
Net debt balance  4/ 24.1 18.3 17.6 15.5 12.0 13.9 9.8
	 	
IR: Inflation Report.       
*	 Forecast.	 	 	 	 	 	
1/  In amortization, as well as disbursements, has isolated the effect of exchange Treasure Bonds for 

long maturities.     
2/  Includes domestic and external bonds.      
3/  Positive sign indicates overdraft and negative sign indicatges greater deposits.   
4/  Defined as the difference between gross public debt and NFPS deposits.  
Source: BCRP and MEF.	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	

Graph 74
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70.  This executed and expected position of public sector’s assets 
and liabilities provides the economy with sounder grounds 
to face adverse macroeconomic contingencies, particularly 
in the current context of uncertainty about the immediate 
performance of the global economy. 
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VII. Financial markets

Short-term and long-term interest rates in Nuevos Soles have 
been increasing in money and capital markets since September 
2007. Changes in short-term interest rates were associated with 
preventive adjustments in the Central Bank’s reference interest 
rates implemented between September 2007 and January 2008 
(25 basis points each time). On the other hand, changes in long-
term rates responded to a context of increased uncertainty 
in international markets and to higher spreads in emerging 
countries. 

71. The monetary operations made by the BCRP are aimed 
at regulating liquidity in the money market in order to 
influence the interbank interest rate to converge towards the 
monetary policy reference rate. The interbank interest rate 
serves as a guide to set other rates in nuevos soles (for active 
and passive operations) affecting especially operations with 
lower risks and shorter maturities, given that these type of 
operations depend less on other factors, such as credit risks 
or inflation expectations in the long run.

72. The corporate prime rate increased from 5.5 to 5.6 percent 
between September 2007 and January 2008, given that the 
reference interest rate was raised from 5.0 to 5.25 percent 
in said period. In January 2008, a downward change was 
observed in the interbank interest rate relative to the 
reference rate in a context of significant inflows of short-
term external capitals. 

 The rest of interest rates on banks’ active operations showed 
a mixed conduct between September 2007 and January 
2008. The rates on commercial and consumer loans increased 
from 8.8 to 9.0 percent and from 33.0 to 33.8 percent 
respectively. However, the rates on loans to micro businesses 
declined from 36.2 to 35.5 percent in the same period. This 
reduction was due to the good economic performance and 
to the better financial situation of micro businesses -in part 
reflected in the lower ratio of non-performing loans-, as well 
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as to increased competition among financial entities in this 
segment. 

 In the same period, the rates of mortgage loans in Nuevos 
Soles continued to show a downward trend (rates declined 
from 9.9 to 9.8 percent), an evolution explained by increased 
competition and by a higher confidence on monetary 
stability.

 
 In January 2008, the rates on deposits in soles and in US 

Dollars  for most maturity terms increased compared to the 
levels observed in September, particularly in the case of rates 
in Nuevos Soles. 

Bond market 

73. The fixed income bond market showed a trend of higher 
short-term and long-term interest rates given that the 
Central Bank raised its reference rate and given increased 
global inflationary expectations.

74. Short-term interest rates increased relative to September after 
the Central Bank raised the reference interest rate by 25 bps. 
in early January. By mid-January the Central Bank approved 
to increase the rates of reserve requirements in Nuevos 
Soles and dollars in a context marked by a strong inflow of 
short-term foreign capitals and global financial turbulence 
in order to reduce its sterilization needs. These capitals 
generated demand pressures on short-term securities, 
particularly on BCRP Certificates of Deposit (CDBCRP). For 
this reason, the BCRP stopped issuing CDBCRP and replaced 
them with auctions of deposits (non-transferable) and then 
with Certificates of Deposit Subject to Limited Negotiation 
(Certificados de Depósito de Negociación Restringida).

Table 29

TRADING VOLUME IN THE SECONDARY MARKET FOR CDBCRP 
(Millions of Nuevos Soles per day)     
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

               2007

	 March	 	48	

 April  88

 May  59 

	 June	 	53	

 July  42 

	 August	 	66	

 September  52 

 October  82

	 November	 116	

 December  208

               2008

 January  249	

Source: Datatec.
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75.  The increase in the yield on domestic long-term bonds has 
taken place in a context of higher international uncertainty 
and global inflationary pressures. 

76. International investors’ favorable view on Peru’s external 
accounts and pace of growth, as well as on the favorable 
prospects that the Peruvian public debt will soon be assigned 
an investment grade have brought about an increase in the 
flow of international capitals seeking to obtain in the short 
run higher gains than in industrialized economies. This was 
reflected in the increase observed in the external participation 
of holdings in Treasury bonds, CDBCRP, corporate bonds, 
and stocks in the stock market.

Table 30

TRADES VOLUME IN THE CONDARY MARKET FOR BONDS 1/ 
(Millions of nuevos soles per day)	 	 	 	 	

               2006

 September   44

	 December		 	79

               2007

 April   97 

 May   93 

	 June		 	85

 July  35 

	 August	 	93

 September   124

	 October		 	73	

	 November		 	103	

	 December		 	41

               2008 

 January   95

1/ Includes primary transfers by markets investors.
Source: Datatec.

Table 31

SHARES OF NON-RESIDENT HOLDINGS OF FINANCIAL ASSETS 
  
	
Financial Assets                                                                                      Dec. 07
	 	 	 	 	 	

Treasury bonds 27%

CDBCRP Non residents 1/ 30%

Investments in the stock market  

 Fixed income 14%

 Equities 48%

Source: Cavali, MEF, and BCRP. 
1/ Up to January 31, 2008. 
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Monetary operations

77. Sterilization operations were mainly carried out in the last 
quarter of 2007 in order to maintain the interbank interest rate 
at the level of the reference rate, in a context of appreciation 
of the Nuevo Sol and of intervention in the exchange market 
in order to reduce excessive volatility in the exchange rate. 
Given the permanent injection of nuevos soles originating 
in said exchange interventions, the sterilization process was 
carried out gradually through the placement of CDBCRP with 
maturity terms ranging between one day and two years. 

Monetary base

78. The issue of banknotes and coins increased 29.4 percent 
between January 2007 and January 2008, in a context of 
greater economic activity and a process of dedollarization.

Table 32

MONETARY BASE
(Millions of Nuevos Soles)	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008*

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
1. Flow of the monetary base 672 682 1,886 2,397 2,140 3,916 -1,057
 (% annual change) 11.0 10.1 25.3 25.7 18.3 28.2 29.4
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
2. Foreign exchange operations 436 3,465 6,239 2,360 9,140 21,930 9,092
 (In millions of US$) 128 998 1,854 767 2,861 7,067 3,087
	 a.	Over	the	counter -32 1,050 2,340 2,699 3,944 10,306 3,270
 b. Public sector purchases 157 -51 -487 -1,935 -1,084 -3,273 -200
 c. Other operations (net) 3 -1 2 3 1 34 17
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
3. Monetary operations 236 -2,783 -4,353 37 -7,000 -18,014 -10,149
 a. Deposits of the Public Sector -81 -921 -721 -2,821 -5,434 -6,750 -1,325
 b. Net placements CDBCRP 205 -2,462 -4,158 578 -389 -13,393 -2,513
 c. Net placements CDRBCRP -319 319 0 -1,202 1,202 0 0
 d. Deposits in the BCRP 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6,583
 e. Inyection operations (repos) 170 -170 0 2,850 -2,850 0 0
 f. Other 261 451 526 631 471 2,129 272
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Note: Balance at the end of period       

Monetary base 6,759 7,441 9,327 11,724 13,864 17,779 16,722
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Total balance sterilized 2,342 5,355 10,321 13,788 18,598 38,712 49,305
(In % monetary base) 34.6 72.0 110.7 117.6 134.2 217.7 294.8

+	 BCRP Certificates of Deposits (CDBCRP) 1,635 4,097 8,255 7,676 8,066 21,458 23,971
+ Deposits of Public Sector 275 1,196 1,918 4,738 10,172 16,922 18,247
+ BCRP indexed Certificates of Deposits 319 0 0 1,202 0 0 0
+ Deposits in the BCRP 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,583
+ Rest 112 62 149 172 360 332 503  

*  Up to January.	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Graph 81
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Liquidity and credit

79. Liquidity in the private sector grew 22.3 percent between 
December 2006 and December 2007, maintaining the 
dynamism observed since August (liquidity grew 23.8 
percent relative to August 2006). This result is mainly 
explained by the growth of liquidity in domestic currency 
(33.0 percent) as a result of the higher relative preference 
for nuevos soles as an asset to store value.

80. The levels of financial dollarization continued declinining 
during 2007. The dollarization of liquidity in the private 
sector decreased from 51.3 percent in December 2006 to 
47.0 percent in December 2007. On the other hand, the ratio 
of dollarization of credit in the private sector decreased by 
3.0 percentage points in the same period, reaching a level 
of 56.8 percent in December 2007.

81. Banks’ total credit to the private sector increased its pace 
of annual growth during 2007, reflecting both increased 
financial depth and greater economic activity during this year. 
The flow of credit by December represented 6.2 percent of 
GDP -a level 3.1 points higher than the one observed at end 
2006 (3.1 percent of GDP).

82.  If placements are classified according to their destination, an 
increase is observed in all credit components, particularly in 
consumer loans which grew 37.4 percent between December 
2006 and December 2007. The growth of consumer loans 
was coupled by both an increase in the average level of 
per capita indebtedness and by the incorporation of new 

Table 33

FACTORS OF LIQUIDITY DEMAND  
(Annual percentage change)
	 	 	 	 	
	 Liquidity Velocity Prices Real GDP
   

1994 45,8 -2,4 26,2 12,8
1995 31,6 -6,8 12,9 8,6
1996 33,4 -15,0 10,6 2,5
1997 21,7 -5,5 7,5 6,9
1998 12,6 -6,3 6,3 -0,7
1999 12,7 -6,9 3,9 0,9
2000 4,3 2,4 3,7 3,0
2001 0,0 1,7 1,4 0,2
2002 0,7 4,8 0,5 5,0
2003 2,7 4,1 2,8 4,0
2004 6,4 4,8 6,1 5,1
2005 15,3 -4,6 3,1 6,7
2006 15,4 0,8 8,1 7,6
2007 19,1 -6,7 2,5 8,5
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economic agents to this market. The credit card system 
continues being the most dynamic component in this 
segment. On the other hand, mortgage loans increased 15.7 
percent in the same period.

Exchange Rate

83.  In 2007 the Nuevo Sol appreciated 7.0 percent against the 
dollar. This increased strength of the domestic currency 
reflects better domestic macroeconomic fundamentals, 
the favorable evolution of external accounts, and portfolio 
movements toward the local currency, in a context of a 
higher weakening of the dollar in the international financial 
market. A strong inflow of capitals was seen in January 
2008, as a result of which the nuevo sol appreciated 1.0 
percent.

84.  The real exchange rate fell 1.7 percent, mainly due to the 
nominal appreciation of the nuevo sol against the currency 
baskets of our main trading partners4 (2.5 percent) and to 
the increase in the index of domestic prices (3.9 percent), 
in a context in which average external prices increased 
significantly (4.8 percent). In January 2008, the overall effect 
of the nominal appreciation of the Nuevo Sol-currency basket 
(0.4 percent) and domestic inflation (0.2 percent) brought 
about a 0.4 percent decline of real exchange.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
Table 34

BREAKDOWN BY COMPONENTS OF THE MULTILATERAL
EXCHANGE RATE
(Percentage	change)	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 Real multilateral Nominal Trading  Domestic

   exchange rate exchange rate  partners inflation

    with currency basket inflation

1996	 3.4	 6.7	 8.4	 11.8

1997 -4.1 -3.0 5.2 6.5

1998	 14.1	 15.4	 4.9	 6.0

1999	 6.4	 4.9	 5.3	 3.7

2000 -2.3 -4.8 6.4 3.7

2001 -2.6 -5.7 3.1 -0.1

2002 -0.8 -3.9 4.8 1.5

2003 5.9 4.9 3.4 2.5

2004 -2.4 -2.4 3.5 3.5

2005 6.1 4.0 3.5 1.5

2006 -2.3 -4.0 3.0 1.1

2007 -1.7 -2.5 4.8 3.9
      

4 The weighing structure considers Peru’s main trading partners in 2006.  Moreover, 
the base period used for the real multilateral exchange index is December 2001.
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Table 35

BILATERAL EXCHANGE RATE (S/. per U.M.)  
(Percent	change)	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
																																																																												Nominal                                         Real

                                              Weighted *           Var. Dec. 06/     Var. Dec. 07/      Var. Dec.06/       Var. Dec. 07/

                                                                                 Dec. 05            Dec. 06              Dec. 05               Dec. 06

	 	 	 	 	 	 	
USA  29.2% -6.4 -7.0 -5.1 -7.0
Eurozone 12.3% 4.3 2.4 4.9 1.2
Japan 4.0% -5.2 -3.1 -6.0 -6.5
Brazil 5.5% -0.5 11.8 1.4 12.1
United Kingdom 1.3% 5.3 -4.6 7.2 -6.4
Chile 6.7% -8.7 -1.6 -7.5 1.7
China 11.4% -3.4 -1.3 -1.8 2.2
Colombia 4.2% -5.8 4.6 -2.7 5.9
Mexico 2.9% -8.5 -6.9 -5.9 -6.9
Argentina 2.6% -7.8 -10.5 0.2 -6.5
Korea 2.2% 3.5 -7.7 4.5 -8.0
Taiwan 1.9% -4.2 -6.7 -4.6 -7.5
Venezuela 3.1% -6.4 -7.0 8.3 9.6
Canada 4.8% -5.7 7.0 -5.2 5.8
Ecuador 4.6% -6.4 -7.0 -5.9 -8.1
Switzerland 3.4% 1.1 -1.4 0.6 -3.5

Basket 100.0% -4.0 -2.5 -2.3 -1.7 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
* Weight relative to the commercial year 2006.

85. It should be pointed out that the appreciatory trend of the 
Nuevo Sol against the dollar was temporarily interrupted 
between August and mid-September due to increased 
uncertainty in international financial markets, associated 
with the problems of the U.S. mortgage market. However, 
after the FED decided to lower its reference rate (on 
September 18), the exchange rate went through a period 
of downward pressures. These pressures continued to be 
seen during January, particularly in the second week of this 
month, even though the country risk indicator continued 
increasing.

86. These appreciatory pressures were also reflected in the 
forward market. Thus, the average balance of net forward 
sales declined from US$ 1,043 million in 2006 to an average 
balance of US$ 467 million during 2007. A reversal in the 
balance of forward operations was observed between August 
16 and September 21: these operations swung from a risk 
of appreciation (forward purchases) to a risk of depreciation 
(forward sales), coinciding with the period when the 
international crisis of the subprime market aggravated.

87. Then, as the perception of risk in emerging markets subsided 
after the FED cut its reference rate, the balance of net forward 
sales increased again and reached US$ 1,213 million at 
end October 2007. A maximum historical balance of long 
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forward positions in Nuevos Soles (US$ 1,333 million) was 
recorded in January.

88.  The increase seen in long forward positions in soles (futures 
contracts to hedge against appreciation risks) has generated 
a more costly implicit cost for investors. This may be better 
understood if we consider that the forward exchange rate 
(when buying goods) in equilibrium is equal to the current 
(spot) exchange rate multiplied by the ratio of interest rates 
in soles and dollars:

 Where ef represents the forward exchange; e is the spot 
exchange; i is the interest rate in soles, and i* the local rate in 
dollars. Thus, if the interest rate in soles is lower than the rate 
in dollars, the forward exchange rate will be lower than the 
spot exchange rate. An investor with a long forward position 
in soles will benefit from this if the market’s exchange rate by 
the contract’s maturity is lower than the pre-agreed forward 
exchange rate. In Peru, the spread between short-term rates 
is currently negative, that is, the local interest rate in dollars 
is higher than the interest rate in Nuevos Soles. 

 The expression above may reformulated as follows:

 The numerator on the left is known as the forward premium 
or forward points (swap). As the premium became more 
negative, the forward operation became more costly, so in 
order that an investor could obtain benefits from a forward 
operation it was necessary that a greater appreciation be 
generated. 

89.  A greater flow of capitals oriented to buying short-term 
securities in local currency, particularly CDBCRP, were seen 
during the months of December and January. Thus, non-
residents’ holdings of CDBCRP increased from S/. 839 million 
in September to S/. 2,668 million in December 2007 and to 
S/. 7,170 million at end January 2008.

1 + i
1 + i*

ef = e

i - i*
1 + i*

ef - e
e

=

Table 36

NON RESIDENTS’ HOLDING OF CDBCRP
(Millions of S/.)
	
    Nov. 30-07 Feb. 05-08

A. Mutual and Investment Funds 157 1 741
B. Investment banks 1,262 5,342
C. Other 13 129
D. Total 1,432 7,212

Memo: Participation respect to the total balance of CDBCRP 7% 30%
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 This higher presence of non-resident investors in terms of 
holdings of CDBCRP took place in a context of an implicit 
“growing cost” of long forward operations in Nuevos Soles. 

90.  In this context of volatility of exchange, the BCRP intervened 
in the exchange market purchasing dollars for a total of 
US$ 10,306 million during 2007. On the other hand, a total 
of US$ 3, 275 million was sold to the Public Treasury. It is 
worth pointing out that most of these operations were made 
in the months of April (US$ 1,330 million), May (US$ 1,671 
million), and October (US$ 2,181 million).

91. In January, in a scenario of strong exchange volatility 
associated with capital inflows, the BCRP increased its 
intervention in the exchange market buying a total of US$ 
3,270 million. These purchases of foreign currency were 
mostly carried out between January 8 and 15, when the 
inflows of short-term external capitals generated higher 
appreciatory pressures on exchange. 

92. Net international reserves increased by US$ 10,414 million 
in 2007 and reached a balance of US$ 27,689 million. As 
a result of the exchange operations carried out in January, 
net international reserves amounted to US$ 30,737 
million. Because of this, the ratio of liquidity in the private 
sector covered by international reserves continued to 
grow, increasing from 80 percent in December 2006 to 
approximately 107 percent in January 2008.

Table 37

NET INTERNATIONAL RESERVES FLOWS
(Millions of US$)	 	 	 	 	 	  

   

	 	 	 2004 2005 2006 2007

	 	 	 	

I. FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS 1,854 767 2,861 7,070

 1. Over the counter 2,340 2,699 3,944 10,306

  a. Purchases 2,340 3,130 4,299 10,306

  b. Sales 0 -431 -355 0

 2. Operations with the public sector -487 -1,935 -1,084 -3,275

 3. Other net purchases 2 3 1 39

	 	 	 	 	 	

II. FINANCIAL SYSTEM DEPOSITS 23 1,251 -684 1,154

      

III. PUBLIC SECTOR DEPOSITS 359 -587 245 630

      

IV. OTHER 201 35 756 1,561

      

V. TOTAL 2,437 1,466 3,178 10,414
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BOX 8

DOLLARIZATION OF MORTGAGE LOANS

The mortgage credit market in the Peruvian financial system has shown a significant drive over the past five 

years, growing by 103 percent during this period as a result of increased economic activity, favorable financial 

conditions, and governmental social programs. The MiVivienda Fund has contributed to the initial drive of 

the mortgage market since it first started operating in 1999 and has continued to support its growth through 

financial intermediaries since last year. In November 2007 the Fund accounted for 23 percent of total mortgage 

loans.

However, in comparison with other countries, the mortgage credit market in Peru is still quite small; it barely 

represents one fourth of the size of these markets in Mexico and Colombia and only 16 percent of the size of 

this market in Chile. Moreover, while these countries have developed this market in their domestic currencies, 

the mortgage credit market in Peru is still significantly dollarized. 

However, it is worth highlighting that in terms of annual flows in new placements of mortgage loans dollarization 

has decreased from 94.2 percent at end 2005 to 46.7 percent at end of December 2007. As a result of this, 

the dollarization of the balance of mortgage loans relative to the overall balance of placements in the Peruvian 

financial system has declined from 95.8 percent in December 2005 to 80.7 percent in November 2007. 

EVOLUTION OF ANNUAL FLOWS OF MORTGAGE LOANS
DOLLARIZATION IN THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

(In percentage)
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Dollarization-related risks and recommendations

The high relative importance of mortgage loans in dollars entails a series of risks for the Peruvian economy. 

These risks are mainly associated with the vulnerability of economic agents in terms of the balance sheet and, 

therefore, it is essential to consolidate the dedollarization process observed recently in this market.

Mortgage credit should be promoted on the basis of mechanisms that are sound and sustainable over time 

to prevent risks that can make the program and the economy vulnerable. In this sense, greater efforts should 

be made so that borrowers internalize the risks associated with dollarization. The main effects of financial 

dollarization include the following:

The “balance sheet” effect (exchange-credit risk), which is generated by currency mismatches in the 

borrower’s balance. In other words, although the borrower receives his incomes in Nuevos Soles, his main 

monthly financial obligations are mostly denominated in dollars. 

Thus, an increase in real exchange (caused by an increase in nominal exchange) could have a negative impact 

on borrowers’ payment capacity. This is explained by the fact that the increase in the local currency value of 

liabilities in dollars is higher than the increase in the value of borrower’s assets or in his flow of incomes, thus 

increasing the probability of non-payment of loans in foreign currency (higher credit risk). This is particularly 

relevant in the case of mortgage loans in dollars since borrowers are families that receive their incomes mainly 

in domestic currency.

The average household payment capacity in the different socioeconomic levels may be estimated using the data 

of the Estudio de mercado de la vivienda social en Lima, which was elaborated by the MiVivienda Fund in 2006. 

The data shows that household monthly payments represent 24 and 28 percent of families’ montlhy incomes in 

socioeconomic sectors B and C respectively (target publics of the MiVivienda program) and nearly all of their 

disposable resources. Then, we assess the impact of a 20 percent depreciation of exchange (assuming that 

incomes remain constant since they are denominated in Nuevos Soles). The results show that the incomes 

MONTHLY BORROWER’S PAYMENT CAPACITY 1/

(In	nuevos	soles)	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
 SEL B SEL C
 
Income 2,079 1,527
	 		
Household expenditure 1,542 1,089
	 	
Disposable resurces 537 438
	 	
Fee average 501 426
in US$ 167 142
	 	
% of monthly familiar income 24 28

Average credit for houses 81,000 54,000
in US$ 27,000 18,000

Average interest rate 11.5% 11.5%

Number of average quote 166 129

Deadline average (years) 14 11

Source: Fondo MIVIVIENDA S.A.
Made by BCRP.
1/ E.R.: S/. 3.00
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families use to pay their debts will increase by 29 and 33 percent respectively. Moreover, on average terms, 

families’ new monthly payment amount in soles would be above their disposable resources (S/. 601 vs. S/. 537 

in Level B and S/. 511 vs. S/. 438 in Level C)5, causing them problems to pay their obligations or forcing them 

to reduce other expenses, thus affecting families’ welfare. 

It is worth mentioning that the crisis episodes seen in Asia in 1998, in Argentina in 2001 and 2002, and in 

Uruguay in 2002 have shown the negative consequences of an oversized growth of credit in foreign currency, 

particularly in the mortgage market. 

Cristini and Moya (2004)6 say that, in the case of Argentina, the development of the mortgage market was 

interrupted by an acute economic crisis, which resulted in the default of its external debt and in the adoption of 

a managed floating exchange regime, marking the end of the second episode of growth of the mortgage market. 

The nonperformance of mortgage contracts, which led pesification to the level observed prior to devaluation, 

benefited borrowers indiscriminately producing a transfer of incomes from lenders, bank depositors, and risk 

investors. The suspension of security enforcement, in turn, eliminated transitorily the possibility that banks 

and private lenders could recover their loans. On the other hand, a strong growth of the ratio of nonperforming 

loans was seen in Uruguay in the year of the crisis (2002). Particularly, nonperforming loans in foreign currency 

increased twice as much as those in domestic currency.

Risk of dollar illiquidity. This risk is associated with a maturity mismatch. Financial entities have liabilities 

in foreign currency (the public’s deposits and obligations with financial entities abroad) which, on average, 

have shorter maturity terms than banks’ placements. Although the maturity mismatch -and the consequent 

risk of illiquidity- is a phenomenon inherent to banking systems, the risk is higher when the liabilities are 

not denominated in domestic currency, that is, when the central bank issuing the intermediated currency is 

a foreign bank. Given this vulnerability, the premium for country risk rises and the cost of external financing 

increases, as a result of which several projects are no longer profitable. 

Therefore, relevant incentives should be established in order that economic agents internalize the effects of 

dollarization and opt for credit in local currency. Given that the public debt maturity has bee extended to thirty 

years, to similar and even longer terms than those of mortgage loans, there is space for the expansion of credit 

in domestic currency.

Peru issued a 30-year sovereign bond through primary offer for the first time in July 2007. This bond issue 

is intended to contribute to form a yield curve in the security market that will serve as reference for private 

sector’s bond issues in nominal soles with increasingly longer maturity terms. Additionally, this yield curve 

may serve as reference for mortgage loans in soles with longer maturities, given that these longer maturities 

PARTICIPATION IN THE MONTHLY FEE ON HOUSEHOLD INCOME  
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 																						SEL B                  SEL C
 
 Base Depreciation Difference Base Depreciation Difference	
  of 20%    of 20%
	 	 	 	 	 	
Monthly average fee  501 601 100 426 511 85
(nuevos	soles)
	 	 	 	 	 	
% Household income 24 29 5 28 33 6

5 An exchange rate of  S/. 3.00 per US dollar is considered for the base scenario.
6 Cristini, M. and Moya, R. (2004): “Las instituciones del financiamiento de la vivienda en Argentina”, IADB, January 2004.
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may allow reducing the quota amounts borrowers must pay. This would favor the dynamism of this kind of 

loans in nominal nuevos soles, thus contributing to financial dedollarization. Since reference interest rates 

are already available for long-term credit in nominal soles -with similar maturity terms to those of mortgage 

loans in dollars-, the convenience of “solarizing” the loans in foreign currency that banks have already granted 

should be evaluated. 
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VIII. Balance of risks

93.  The different factors and scenarios that could lead our 
forecasts away from the baseline scenario are evaluated and 
weighed in this section. Different factors may impact on 
inflation, causing either upward or downward pressures.

94. The risks pointed out in our previous Inflation Report 
(September 2007) that could lead the inflation risk to the 
upside have been materializing over the past three months. 
Recent evolutions show that some contingent scenarios 
have totally or partially materialized, including the higher 
international prices of oil, the higher prices of imported 
food inputs -especially wheat, soy bean, and maize-, and an 
increased growth of domestic demand. 

95. The recent evolutions of domestic economic activity and 
the international environment make it necessary to change 
the emphasis given to each of these variables. The risks 
associated with the deterioration of external conditions have 
become more important, increasing the risks that external 
financial shocks might persist for a longer period of time and 
that the higher prices of oil and imported foodstuffs might 
have a greater impact on the economy. 

96. The main risks that could deviate the inflation forecasts away 
from the central scenario in the next quarters include the 
following: 

 l A greater slowdown of the global economy. 
The international environment would currently be 
characterized by a gradual reversal of terms of trade 
(mainly due to the higher prices of imports), a transitory 
slowdown of the economy in 2008, and a slight economic 
recovery in 2009. A situation of economic recession 
in the United States -involving a severe correction in 
the prices of exports of raw materials- could generate 
volatility in the flow of external capitals in emerging 
countries and cause an additional contractive impulse 
on demand’s dynamism. For this reason, the BCRP 
maintains a high level of international reserves and 
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would continue intervening in the exchange market to 
reduce an excessive volatility of exchange. If necessary, 
the Bank will loosen its monetary policy stance to offset 
downward demand pressures on inflation in the forecast 
horizon. 

 l Higher prices of fuels. The central forecast considers 
a partial reversal of the recent rises in the international 
prices of fuel (the price of crude oil was nearly US$ 100 
per barrel on January 2, 2008). A scenario with a higher 
upward volatility in the oil market would imply fuel prices 
above the levels considered in the forecast scenario. 

  In this situation, the BCRP would maintain its monetary 
policy stance unchanged as long as inflation expectations 
remain anchored around the target. 

 l Higher domestic demand pressures. The forecast 
scenario considers a positive evolution of economic 
activity sustained mainly by a dynamic performance of 
spending in both the private and public sectors. However, 
if private consumer expenditure -driven in part by a 
higher credit- and public expenditure should increase 
significantly beyond our forecast, the Central Bank will 
adopt a more restrictive monetary stance to maintain a 
pace of sustained economic growth. 

 l Higher prices of food commodities. The central 
scenario considers that no supply shocks would be 
generated due to weather conditions. However, this 
does not imply ruling out the risk that higher prices may 
persist over time or that they may increase even further 
if supply conditions should deteriorate or if the demand 
for biofuels should continue to grow, in which case the 
domestic prices of food would tend to increase. 

  In this context, the monetary policy stance would remain 
unchanged as long as inflation expectations continue to 
be anchored around the target. 

 l Increased appreciatory pressures on the nuevo sol. 
In a scenario of significant increased appreciation of the 
nuevo sol, which could pressure inflation downward 
below the target, the Bank would reduce its current 
reference rate.

 l Constraints in the supply of electric energy. This report 
considers the risk of constraints in the supply of electric 
energy toward the end of the forecast horizon. This 
would have an adverse impact on electricity rates and 
on firms’ costs. Should this occur, the monetary policy 
stance would remain unchanged as long as inflation 
expectations continue to be in line with the target. 
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97. Weighing the various risks both upwards and downwards 
against the baseline scenario shows an upward balance in the 
inflation forecast. This is illustrated in the next graph, which 
shows that upward factors outweigh downward factors 
compared to the balance of risks of our Inflation Report of 
September 2007. 

98.  This implies an inflation density with an upward asymmetry 
in the short- and medium-terms. The risk of higher pressures 
on inflation than those considered in the central scenario 
configurates the pattern of risks discussed in this report.

99. The balance of risks shows a neutral balance in terms of GDP 
growth given the deterioration of international conditions 
for growth. 

CONCLUSION

100. Inflation is expected to reach the upper band of the inflation 
target (3.0 percent) at end 2008 and to converge towards 
the 2,0 percent target by mid-2009, stabilizing thereafter 
near the inflation target in the rest of the forecast horizon. 
This context of stable prices should continue to be coupled 
by a sustained growth of GDP at rates close to those of 
potential GDP. The different risk factors point to a slightly 
upward risk balance in the inflation forecast. 

Table 38

RISK VALUATION COMPARED WITH IR SEPTEMBER 2007

 Risks IR Sep.07 IR Jan.08

 Balance Expost Balance
	 	 	 	 	 	

Pressures for the foreign exchange upward Materialized upward

Greater expansion of demand upward Materialized upward

Price of petroleum Appreciation Materialized Appreciation

External financial volatility upward Materialized upward
  slightly

Financial volatility upward Materialized upward

Constrains in the supply of  upward  upward
electricity
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Annex

INFLATION REPORT FORECAST
	 		 	 	 	 	
	 		 	 	 	 	
	 																																																			2006                  2007 1/                    2008 1/    2009 1/  

   
             IR Sep.07    IR Jan.08    IR Sep.07      IR Jan.08     IR Sep.07   IR Jan.08

	 		 	 	 	 	
	 Real % change
	 		 	 	 	
	1.		GDP	 7.6	 7.6	 8.5	 6.5	 7.0	 6.0	 6.3
 2.  Domestic demand 10.1 10.0 11.0 7.2 8.2 6.9 7.2
   a. Private consumption 6.2 7.2 7.6 5.7 5.8 5.3 5.3
   b. Public consumption 8.7 6.0 4.3 3.8 5.0 3.8 5.4
   c. Private fixed investment 20.1 23.7 23.2 15.0 20.0 12.1 12.1
   d. Public investment 12.7 25.0 19.8 25.0 33.0 15.0 16.6
 3.  Exports (Goods and services) 0.5 5.3 6.0 8.2 8.2 6.1 8.5
 4.  Imports (Goods and services) 12.4 17.4 19.0 11.8 13.5 10.2 12.4
 5.  Main trade partner’s economic growth 4.6 4.3 4.4 4.0 3.6 3.8 3.8

Note: 	 	 	 	 	 	
 Product gap (%) 2/	 0.35	 1.38	 1.66	 1.36	 1.5 - 2.0	 1.01	 0.75-1.25
	 		 	 	 	 	
  % change
 		 	 	 	
 6.  Forecast inflation 1.1 3.0-3.5 3.9 2.0-2.5 2.5-3.0 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5
 7.  Forecast core inflation 1.4 2.0-2.5 3.1 2.0-2.5 2.5-3.0 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5
 8.  Forecast non core inflation 0.8 4.0-4.5 5.1 2.5-3.0 3.0-3.5 1.5-1.9 1.5-1.9
 9.  Average price of petroleum 17.0 4.7 9.4 7.4 23.5 -4.4 -5.6
10.  Average price of wheat 30.4 33.3 36.7 10.0 44.0 -13.9 -7.4
11. Nominal exchange rate 3/  -6.4 -1.7 -6.3 1.3 -3.2 0.3 0.0
12.  Multilateral exchange rate 3/  -2.3 1.0 -3.3 0.7 0.0 0.2 -0.9
13. Terms of trade  27.4 3.0 3.6 -8.1 -10.7 -4.8 -2.6
   a. Export price index  36.9 11.1 13.9 -4.2 -0.2 -4.4 -2.9
   b. Import price index 7.4 7.8 9.9 4.3 11.7 0.5 -0.3
	 		 	 	 	 	
  Nominal % exchange
	 		 	 	 	 	
14.  Monetary base 18.3 22.0 28.2 14.0 17.0 12.0 14.0
15. Loan to the private sector 8.1 19.0 27.9 16.0 17.9 14.0 16.9
	 		 	 	 	 	
  % of GDP
	 		 	 	 	
16.  Domestic saving rate 22.7 23.5 23.9 23.3 23.0 24.4 23.8
17.  Domestic investment rate 19.9 22.3 22.9 23.8 24.9 25.3 26.3
18.  Current account of the balance of payments 2.8 1.3 1.0 -0.4 -1.9 -0.9 -2.4
19.  Trade balance 9.6 8.0 7.7 5.0 4.0 2.9 2.4
20.  Gross external finance of the
      private sector 4/ 4.4 7.1 9.2 3.9 6.3 3.5 5.6
21.  Current income of the general government 19.7 20.5 20.5 20.4 20.5 20.0 20.0
22.  Non-financial expenditure of the general government 16.2 16.8 15.9 17.8 17.1 18.2 17.7
23.  Non-financial public sector economics 
 overall 2.1 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.8 0.3 1.0
24. Total public debt balance 32.7 28.4 29.4 25.6 24.2 24.0 22.5
25. External public debt balance 23.6 18.6 18.5 16.3 14.4 14.7 13.1
	 		 	 	 	 	
IR: Inflation Report.     
1/		Forecast.	 	 	 	 	 	
2/  Differential between GDP and potential GDP (percentage).  
3/  Expectations regarding the exchange rate according to the survey on macroeconomic expectations.
4/  Includes foreign direct investments and private sector’s long run dibursements.
	 		 	 	 	 	
	 		 	 	 	 	


